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FINAL REPORT CERTIFICATION FORM

GRANT NUMBER: G0085300055 PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Stan Karcz

INSTITUTION: University of Wisconsin-Stout

COMPETITION: Final Report

REVIEWER: Mel Appell

TITLE: A Youth Reentry Specialist Program for Released Incarcerated Youth

with Handicapping Conditions

SUMMARY OF FINAL REPORT

Overview - The purpose of this project was to study a new type of special
education related services program, the special education Youth Reentry Specialist
(YRS). This program addresses issues involved in the transition of handicapped
parolees from correctional institutions to vocational or work programs.

Major Findings - Without the YRS and without AFDC the average parolee has no
probability of attending school and participating in vocational experiences
(AFDC success rate is probably attributable to added social worker involvement).
However, it should be recognized that even with AFDC and without YRS black.;
probability of success is close to zero for succeeding in public schools.

- ommendations - Facilities incarcerating the handicapped offender should
.,-.4.

leiclude i3 their orientation a program of student reentry skills. The focus of
this progran should be on transitional needs and greater parental involvement
both when the offender is in and once separated from the institution. Parents
have not, over time advocated effectively for their children in correctional
institutions.

This report concludes the work on this important and needed project because the
incarcerated population includes about 25 percent handicapped persons. The
strategy presented here is one successful method for coping with this difficult
problem.
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This report is written for the purpose of complying with the provisions of

this grant and to share the results of project evaluation findings. The three

areas to be covered in this report are: an overview of the Youth Reentry

Specialist Grant, the end of the first year report, dnd the findings of the

Youth Reentry Specialist evaluation. The findings of the study will address

both the quantitative and the qualitative data along with recommendations

resulting from the project.

OVERVIEW OF THE YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST GRANT

As an overview, the YRS project was designed to roordinate the reentry of

handicapped youth from a juvenile corrections facility into special education

programs and the world of work. Lincoln Hills School was the correctional

center selected as the site for the demonstration program. The hiring agent

and subconstract administrative agent for the YRS person and program oas the

public school intermediate school district known as the Cooperative Educational

Service Agency (CESA) #10 located in Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. Once the

project was approved, Univers4ty of Wisconr.in -Stonl issued two sub-contracts to

the two agencies directly involved in providing direct services discussed in

this grant. The sub-contractors were CESA #10 and Lincoln Mills School. The

major expected outcome of this project was that the handicapped parolees will

have a higher probability for increased special education and vocational

program participation whether that vocational experience be any one of the

following: participation in a vocational education program, vocational

rehabilitation, Job Training Partnership Act program, Vocationc0 Technical

Adult Education program or work.

I
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Purpose

The purpose of this proposal is to seek support for a new type of special

education "related services" program, one which addresses the issues involved

in transitioning a handicapped parolee from the correctional institution,

through the Cooperative Educational Service Areas (CESA) to vocational/work

programs in the local community. The new program is entitled the Special

Education Youth Reentry Specialist. It is a public school administered

mechanism designed to reduce transition difficulties.

Methodology

The research objectives for this design stem from the major research

question "Does the youth reentry specialist program affect vocational

performance measures in Cooperative Education Service Area facilitated program

options; i.e., special education, vocational education, vocational

rehabilitation, VTAE, and/or JTPA?"

This is an especially interesting and important question as one controls

for other sociodemographic and direct program- related data.

A null hypothesis drawn from the previous research question which would

include these selected factors would be posed as:

Ho: The probability that an incarcerated youth with handicpping conditions

will qocationally perform satisfactorily in school/vocational/training programs

given the service of the Youth Reentry Specialist program and other selected

factors is less than or equal to the probability that the youth will

vocationally perform unsatisfactorily in education/vocational/training programs

given.only the other selected factors.

Sample

In order to minimize the effects of extraneous independent variables

(biases) to the purpose of this study, a control groqp was selected which is

7
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7uite similar to the experimental group. Both are in the same corrections

facility in Wisconsin (at Lincoln Hills).

Once data have been collected, a profile of the selected sample will be

made to determine if both populations are essentially homogeneous.

Data Requirements

The discrete data required for this study are organized by source of data

and are described in Table III-1 (on the following page).

A. CESA and other Direct Service Providers

1. Vocational performance: Vocational performance is considered

satisfactory performance if the student attends any of the CESA

facilitated programs successfully for thirty days or more.

2. Referral for special education service: The CESA districts will be

asked to specify whether or not students have been ieferced for special

education service.

3. Participation in school/vocational/training programs: The various

agencies are being asked to specify whether or not students were

receiving special education instructional services--such as resource,

special class, or special school instructions programs. They are also

being asked to identify types of vocational education, vocational

rehabilitation, VTEA, and training programs.

4. Participation in a special education related service: The CESA's are

being asked to specify whether or not students were ieceiving special

education related services such as school social work, counseling,

school psychological, etc.

B. Lincoln Hills DOC

1. Family income: Family income data will be requested from

administrative staff.

I 8
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2. Sex: Sex identification for each youth will be obtained.

3. Race: Racial characteristics--white, black, Hispanic, and

Oriental--will be determined.

4. Grade level of achievement: Achievement data will be requested of

Lincoln Hills

5. YRS service: A list of handicapped incarcerated youth eligible for the

YRS service will also be requested.

IILogit Approach

The method for analyzing the effects on attendance is a multiple

regression approach. Eight characteristics are used as independent variables

in this model. One of these characteristics is the youth reentry specialist.

Form of Data to be Developed

The characteristics of the data to be obtained are identified in terms of

kinds of data: the outcome measures are each dichotomous. The selected

factors are primarily discrete except for the following two continuous

factors: a) grade level of achievement, and b) family income.

In the logit model, the outcome measures are treated as dichotomous

dependent variables; i.e., either attending school or not attending, either

suspended or not suspended, etc. Since the dependent variables operationally

have a dichotomous character and given these measures are each to be

considered as a function of selected factors, the multiple regression

methodology selected is the LOGIT Analysis (A form of regression where the

dependent variable is dichotomous.). In this type of analysis, the

conditional probability is determined; e.g., of school attendance, given the

services of the YRS and the seven other (factors) variables. In other words,

the logit approach will be analyzing each of the relations between each of the

dependent variables and each of the eight independent variables of which YRS

presence is one, income another, etc. The research question essentially asks,

"Does the YRS it conjunction with all these other factors have a short range
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effect upon the attendance dependent variable?" The appropriateness

of the LOGIT procedure is to determine the contribution of each of

the independent variables (selected factors) to 1 given dependent

variable, given the presence or absence of the YRS. Consider the

Ya=1 if the detainee attends school and Ya=0 if he/she does not; then

the following linear (The same variables in a log linear

equationare:Ralog 1-pa = o 4 Ilogso + 21o,;ta + 310gUa 410gVa

5logwa + 6logza + 7logya + slogza + a) equation represents the

values of the variables:

lia= 0 15a 2ta 3ua

6xa 7Ya 8za a*

where:

sa: estimate of grade level of achievement

4va r 5wa

tz: YRS service

ua: referral for special education service

va: participation in a special education instructional service

wa: participation in a special education related service

xa: family income

Ya:

za:

a :

sex

race, and

(random disturbance).

Theil (1971) states that "The object of those analyses is thus a

probability, which implies that we have to face the problem that this

is a quantity which is confined to the interval from zero to one. In

LOGIT, coefficients are interpreted as the effect on probabilities

The coefficient is the change in probability associated with a change

in a given independent variable.Logit Method of Testitia_Hypotheses

Since the incarcerated youth with handicapping con3itions are

1.0
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faced with a series of binary choices either to attend school or not,

etc., the choice the incarcerated youth make depends on the

characteristics or certain attributes of the individual. Pindyck and

Rubenfeld (1981) state that "...assuming that we have information

about the attributes of each of the individuals and choices they

make, it is natural to ask whether we can estimate an equation which

will predict the choices of individuals not in the original sample."

The logit probability model chosen for this study is one which uses

both binary dependent variables and data regarding several attributes

(factors) of an individual--attributes which are either discrete or

continuous. Theil (1971) states that the 1:it is a

"...transformation of the probability [that] at p = 0, 0 at P=

.5, at p = 1." He continues by stating that the logit is related

to the following logistic function:

Pa

log 1 -pa 0 + log xa

where pa is the probability that the ath student will attend school,

given that his/her experience with the YRS service is xa. The

parameter provides "...the YRS elasticity of the odds in favor of

school attendance."

11



THE END OF THE FIRST YEAR FINANCIAL REPORT

The following is a copy of the end of the first year financiA

report. Although the project has not expended over $5,000 during the

September 1, 1985 to August 31, 1986 period of time, this is due primarily

to an interruption that had occurred within the project. The interruption

was a result of the first hired YRS terminatinj, his employme t in December

of 1985. During December and the early part of January, several

developmental activities were postponed. Hopefully, these can be continued

in the next fiscal year. ",jor activities and objectives of the project

were not impaired as the subsequent evaluation portrays.

Since the YRS person was to be administered through CESA #10 and since

certain support services were to be supplied to the YRS in the CESA #10

administrative offices and in Lincoln Hills School, sub-contracts needed

to be written among CES :10, DOC and University of Wisconsin-Stout.

Copies of the interagency contracts and purchase requisitions can be found

in Appendix A.

12
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THE FINDINGS OF THE YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST EVALUATION

Progress Toward Project Ta-' s

April 17, 1985, Ms. Dorothy Stockton, Grant Officer for the U.S.

Department of Education, discussed the conditions of a funded University

of Wisconsin-Stout grant entitled SECONDARY EDUCATION AND TRANSITIONAL

SERVICES FOR HANDICAPPED YOUTH: YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROGRAMS FOR

RELEASED INCARCERATED YOUTH WITH HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS. This grant was

awarded for the period September 1, 1985, through August 31, 1986. It has

been renewed for one more year.

Since the first telephone notice of the award in early April, 1985,

numerous meetings were held preliminary to September 1, 1985 (the

initiation date of the grant). A chronological list of the preliminary

meetings and accompanying list of objectives for such preliminary meetings

follow:

Date Place Purpose of Preliminary Meeting

April 15, 1985 Chippewa Falls, WI To share news of award of grant and
prepare for preliminary meetings

April 22, 1985

June 9, 1985

June 11, 1985

Chippewa Falls, WI To determine a schedule of

activities

Chippewa Falls, WI

Irma, WI

To discuss draft of interagency
contract relative to the grant (see
Appendix A)

To review contract and to formulate
a job description for the Youth
Reentry Specialist (YRS) (See
Appendix B)

July 8, 1985 Black River Falls, WI To review job description and to
begin advertising YRS position

August 1, 1985

August 21, 1985

Menomonie, WI

Chippewa Falls, WI

To discuss candidate applications
and status of advertising
procedures (see Appendix C)

To continue with YRS candidate
interviews and to begin review and
modification of the grant's
evaluation instrument (see Appendix
D)

15
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The following is a chronological list of planning meetings held after

September 1, 1985 (the initiation date cf the grant), and an accompanying list

of objectives for such planning meetings:

Se

Date Place

ptember 6, 1985 Menomonie, W1

September 10, 1985 Irma, WI

September

October 29 )

9, 1985 Chippewa Falls, WI

1985 Chippewa Falls, WI

October 31, 1985

December 5, 1985

December 20, 1985 C

January 21, 1986 Chip

Chippewa Falls, WI

Irma, WI

onference Call

January 22, 1986

January 27, 1986

February 6, 1986

March 3, 21986

March 27, 1986

April 3, 1986

pewa Falls, WI

Chipp wa Falls, WI

Chippewa Falls, WI

Menomonie,

Irma, WI

Madison, WI

WI

Minneapolis, MN

PurpcJe of Planning Meeting

To review the grant evaluation
instrument

To introduce project and YRS person
to the Juvenile Offender Review
Program (JORP) board at Lincoln.

Hills School and to review the
grant evaluation instrument.

To review the evaluation instrument

To determine roles of Regional
Service Network (RSN) and Directors
of Special Education to this
project.

To determine roles of RSN and
Director of Special Education to
this project.

To discuss draft of Directors of
Special Education and RSN roles.

To determine hiring process and
schedule for new YRS person.

Monthly Tri-Agency meeting

Scheduled interviews held for YRS
position

Final interview for YRS position
held

Meeting held with Jack Sullivan,
newly hired YRS

Introduction of new YRS person to
program staff at Lincoln Hills
School

Tri-Agency YRS monthly meeting

Presentation of YRS project at
Correctional Education Association
regional meeting



April 29, 1986 Green Bay, WI

May 5, 1986

May 8, 1986

May 9, 1986

May 14, 1986

May 15, 1986

May 22, 1986

June 24, 1986

June 27, 1986

July 1, 1986

Green Bay

11

Presentation of YRS project to 17
Directors of Special Education in
Cooperative Educational Service
Agency (CESA) #7

Presentation of YRS project with

Wisconsin Department of Corrections
at the Correctional Eduction
Association 5th Annual Conference
in Green Bay.

Chippewa Falls, WI Tri-Agency YRS monthly meeting

Madison, WI

Madison, WI

Irma, WI

Madison,WI

Meeting with the state Department
of Public Instruction/Vocational

Education Administrator to discuss
statutory authority and funding

Meeting with state vocational
rehabilitation agency to discuss
statutory authority and funding

Presentation of rolg. r'e YRS role
before JORP Board and rections
counselors.

Presentation of YRS project to RSN

Irma, WI Tri-Agency monthly YRS Project
meeting

Menomonie, WI Resource Directory Development

Madison, WI

July 5-9, 1986 Cincinnati, Ohio

July 28, 1986

Meeting with Wayne Sherry, Director
of Job Training Parternship Act.
(JTPA)

Make presenttion about the YRS
Project to Correctional Education
Association members at national
conference.

Madison, WI Tri-Agency monthly meeeting

Persons who attende,. most if not all the meetings were:

Mr. Gordon Clay, Administrator
Cooperative Educational Service Agency #10

Mr. John Jelinek, Regional Service Network (RSN) Director
Cooperative Educational Service Agency #10

Dr. Stan Karcz, Project Director
University of Wisconsin-Stout

Ms. Ann Kellogg
Program Supervisor for the Emotionally Disturbed

17
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Mr. Charles Kellstrom, Education Director
Lincoln Hills School, Division of Corrections

Mr. Jack Sullivan, Youth Reentry Specialist
Lincoln Hills School

Mr. Fred Timm, Education Resource Coordinator
Bureau of Juvenile Services, Division of Correction

Mr. Jim Wickman, Community Services Specialist
Bureau of Juvenile Services, Division of Corrections

PROGRESS TOWARD YRS GRANT TASKS

TASK #1:

12

To assist CESA #10 (which would act as the school administrative district
for the YRS) in hiring a Division of Corrections acceptable
candidate--preferably a minority person.

Task #1 has been accomplished. CESA #10, the Wisconsin Department of

Corrections, and the University of Wisconsin-Stout advertised in Wisconsin

newspapers, on SpecialNet (electronic job listing), through the Wisconsin

University System, and through various public schools and correctional

institutions throughout Wisconsin. The candidate selected for the Youth Reentry

Specialist position, although not a minority, has excellent school and work

experience credentials. Progress toward all tasks was significantly interrupted

by the leaving of the first YRS. This, in addition to the Christmas holiday,

postponed progress on the project by the YRS for approximately 6 weeks.

Presently, Jack Sullivan is functioning well in the YRS position. The first YRS

was Martin Potter who left mid-year due to marriage and relocation needs.

TASK #2:

To develop a job description for the YRS consistent with the stated program
objectives and consistent with existing Public Instruction and Division of
Corrections regulations and procedure.

Task #2 has been written. A job description was developed that is

consistent with the YRS grant. Development of strategies necessary for the

accomplishment of program objectives were written by Martin Potter and by Jack

Sullivan (see Appendix E). Technical assistance was provided to Mr. Potter, and

18
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afterwards to Jack Sullivan, by the three agencies involved in the project. In

addition, Mr.Potter has received inservice training from Roland Rockwell of the

Wisconsin DPI on public school financing and from Ann Kellogg of Wisconsin DPT

regarding existing special education procedures which pertain to the role of the

YRS. Similar training along with inservice from administrators of the State

Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, State Vocational Education agency and

the State Job Training Partnership Act Office were provided to Jack Sullivan.

TASK #3

To provide an ongoing program supervision for the YRS

The University of Wisconsin-Stout project director worked with the YRS to

accomplish YRS project activities. One of these major activities involved the

determination of the specific relationships between directors of special

education and Lincoln Hills School(LHS) and between regional service network

persons and LHS. Through a series of meetings, the agency representatives to

this project, including the Wisconsin DPI designee (Ann Kellogg), have

determined that the state statutues and regulations have amply specified the

transition procedures for all handicapped students. However, school districts

of large cities such as Milwaukee, Madison, and Green Bay need a more thorough

set of articulated procedures since these special education structures are more

complex. Pursuit of such State policies or interagency agreements would

institutionalize the transition process for these large cities. A thrust of the

YRS is to pursue these interagency memoranda of understanding.

The interagency representatives involved in this project could facilitate

the transition from LHS into special education program units by involving

parents and state/county agents in special education decision

maki.o.responsibilities such as participating in M-Team activities, development

of the Individualized Educational Programs (IEP), annual evaluations, and other
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due process procedure. The YRS would share a copy of the Wisconsin DPI

publication entitled THE EEN TRIANGLE OF SUPPORT: A GUIDE FOR PARENTS. This is

a "how to"publication for parents telling how they can paricipate in special

education program opportunities. Additional information may need to be

developed to make this publiration more useful to state/county agents.

TASK #4:

To plan and develop a control system for monitoring, evaluating, and
adjusting student performance activities and youth reentry specialist
program activities.

For the most part, the control system and the evaluation concerns have been

operationalized into the designed evaluation instrument (see Appendix D).

Questionnaire items address issues raised in the methodolody section of the

grant and additional steering committee concerns.

TASK #5

To plan with appropriate state agency representatives (including legal and
government relations departments) from special education, vocational
education, vocational rehavilitation, corrections. and the Governor's
office for purposes of determining categorical funding opotions and/or
legistlation required to continue and replicate the YRS program.

Numerous meetings were held with administrative representatives from the

following state agencies: Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, DPI Bureau

of Vocational Education, and from DPI-JTPA office and with the YRS project

director and the YRS. As a result n' these meetings, program and funding

procedures were determined. These procedures are being disseminated to the

directors of special education, to state and county agents and to parents in an

ongoing manner.

TASK #6

To disseminate information about the YRS program to interested parties.

The YRS project director has presented information about the YRS project to

numerous audiences of Directors of Special Education, DOC social workers, DOC
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educators, regional and Wisconsin correctional education asz:ocidtion meetings.

Also a publication was written for the National Correction Associdtion. (PleJse

see Appendix F).

YRS Effectiveness Measured

Descriptive Statistics

The number of observations during the first year of this study were 44.

Twenty-two were in the control group and twenty-two were in the experimental.

Assignments were made into both groups randomly using queue of students awaiting

M-teaming at Lincoln Hills School. A random table was used to assign queued

students either into control or experimental groups. During the first year 89%

of the students were males and 11% were females. Also, 75% of the students

involved in this project were White, 14% were Indian and 9% Black (please see

Table 1). The majority of the students were from families not receiving Aid for

Dependent Children (AFDC). Thirty-two percent of the youth in this study were

from families receiving AFDC. Twenty-three percent of the parolees were

currently enrolled in special education programs, 16% of whom received YRS

services. Of the 11% not enrolled in school, the majority of these did not

receive any YRS services. Clearly YRS service3 increased the percent of

handicapped students enrolled currently in school (please see Table 2). The

majority of students attending Lincoln Hills School have between five and six

high schocl credits. Most had less than seven credits (please see Table 3).

The average parolee was a White male with 5.7 high school credits whose

parents were not receiving AFDC and who was currently enrolled in special

education programs upon release from Lincoln Hills School.

Inferential Statistics

A logit analysis was used in this study to determine whether or not the YRS

increased the probability of a successful outcome for parolees reentering the

public schools. A successful outcome was defined as the student's receipt of
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TABLE - I

FREQUENCY COMPARISONS FOR SEX AND

ETHNICITY BY YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST (YRS) SERVICE

Characteristics
Percent

With YRS
Percent

Without YRS
Percent
Total

88.63

(39)

Sex

43.18
(19)a

45.45
(20)

Male

Female 6.82 4.55 11.37

(3) (2) (5) 100

(44)

Race

White (not Hispanic) 36.38 38.64 75.00
(16) (17) (33)

Black (not Hispanic) 4.55 4.55 9.1
(2) (2) (4)

Indian 6.82 6.82 13.64

(3) (3) (6) 100

(44)

a
Number of observations

b
Data is missing one (1) observation for this characteristic
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TABLE - 2

FREQUENCY COMPARISONS FOR FAMILY INCOME AND FOR RECEIPT OF

SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES BY YRS SERVICE

Characteristics
Percent
With YRS

15.9i.

(7)

31.82

Pcrcent
Without YRS

15.91

(7)

34.09

Percent
Total

Family Income

31.82
(14)

65.91

AFDC

No AFDC
(14) (15) (29) 100

(44)

Special Education

15.91 6.82 22.73Currently enrolled

(7)L (3) (10)

Currently not enrolled 2.27 9.09 11.36

(1) (4) (5)

100
(44)

b
Data is missing one (1) observation for this characteristic.

c
Data is missing 29 observations for this characteristic.
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TABLE 3

FREQUENCY COMPARISONS FOR NUMBERS OF IIEGH SCHOOL CREDITS

BY YRS SERVICE

Number Credits
Percent
With YRS

Percent

YRS
Percent

Total

0 1 0
b

4.55 4.55
(0) (2) (2)

2 3 15.91 9.09 25.00

(7) (4) (11)

4 5 13.64 11.36 25.00
(6) (5) (11)

6 7 9.09 13.64 22.73
(4) (6) (10)

8 9 6.82 2.27 9.09
(3) (1) (4)

10 11 2.27 0 2.27

(1) (0) (1)

12 13 0 2.27 2.27

(0) (1) (1)

14 15 0 2.27 2.27

(0) (1) (1)

16 + 2.27 2.27 4.54
(1) (1) (2) 100

(44)

b
Data is missing one (1) observation for this characteristic
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both special education and vocational related service:; once the parolee

transitioned into the public schools upon release from Lincoln Hills School.

Factors which were considered important are listed in Table 4. The YRS is

inclpded in the calculations of the second intercept. Overall, the logit model

had a Pearson GoodnessofFit Chi Square of 1.909 for probability of .928 based

on 44 observations with 6 degrees of freedom. In transforming the regression

coefficient from the logit analysis into probability statements it was

discovered that without the YRS and without AFDC an average parolee has no

probability of attending school and participating in vocations' xperiences.

The same White handicapped youth with 5.7 high school credits with YRS services

has a 99% probability for attending school. Similarly, a female parolee without

AFDC and without YRS services has a zero probability for 'Ii'2ving success in

the public schools. However, the same student with YRS services has a 94%

probability for participating in special education and in vocational related

programs. An interesting finding in this composite of probabilities is

discovering how significant being on welfare is for succeeding in the public

schools even without YRS services. A male or female whose parents are receiving

AFDC has a 99.99% probability for achieving success as defined earlier. YRS

services increase that probability to 100% (please see Table 5). The high

success rate for parolees whose parents are receiving AFDC might in part be due

to the added social workers involved in supporting the family unit. The

probability of success for a Black male or female whose parents are receiving

AFDC or not receiving AFDC with or without YRS services is still zero (please

see Table 6). A male Indian student whose parents are not on AFDC w;thout YRS

services has zero probability of reaching a successful outcome. The same

individual with YRS services has a 53% probability of achieving a successful

outcome. Similarly, a female whose parents are not on AFDC without YRS services

has a zero probability of success. The same person with YRS services increases

a female's probability of success by 3% (please see Table 7).
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TABLE - 4

EXPLANATORY VARIABLES USED IN THE LOGIT ANALYSIS

Explanatory
Characteristics

Regression
Coefficient

Standard
Error

Number of H.S. credits 5.69762a 3.38713

Received related services 21.34077 12.73253

Family income level 13.23760 8.99723

Sex male 1.76320 12.57007

Ethnicity - Black 21.65528 52.49941

Ethnicity - Indian 3.07320 35.51059

Intercept (without YRS) 5.74027 1.19860

Intercept (with YRS) 14.27494 5.63005

Pearson Goodness-of-Fit Chi Square = 1.909

Degree of Freedom = 6 P = .928

a
Based on n=44
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TABLE 5

PROBABILIT OF A WHITE PERSON RECEIVING SPECIAL EDUCATION

AND VOCATIONAL RELATED SERVICES BY AFDC AND BY SEX

With YRS Without YRS
Services Services

Characteristic (in percent) (in_percent)

Male

No AFDC .9981 .0000

AVDC 1.0000 .9999

Female

No AFDC .9403 .0000

AFDC 1.0000 .9999

The average parolee in this study was a white handicapped youth with 5.7 high
school credits.



TABLE 6

PROBABILITY OF A BLACK PERSON RECEIVING SPECIAL EDUCATION

AND VOCATIONAL RELATED SERVICES BY AFDC AND BY SEX

Characteristic

Male

22

With YRS Wit.tout YRS
Services Services

(in percent) (in percent)

No AFDC .0000 .0000

AFDC .0000 .0000

Female

No AFDC .0000 .0000

AFDC .0000 .0000

The profile for the parolee presented in this table is a black handicapped
youth with an average of 5.7 high school credits.

1

28
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TABLE - 7

PROBABILITY OF AN INDIAN PERSON RECEIVING SPECIAL EDUCATION

Characteristics

Male

AND VOCATIONAL RELATED SERVICES BY AFDC AND BY SEX

With YRS Without YRS
Services Services

(in percent) (in percent;

No AFDC .5342 .0000

AFDC 1.0000 .9999

Female

No AFDC .0337 .0000

AFDC 1.0000 .9975

The profile for the parolee presented in this table is an Indian youth with
an average of 5.7 high school credits.
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Impact of Youth Reentry Specialist Described

Project Accomplishments

Qualitative data are derived from anecdotal records maintained by the Youth

Reentry Specialist (YRS) for each stient in both the experimental and control

groups and from the minutes of the YRS steering committee. The Exceptional

Education Needs (EEN) YRS project is an innovative special education related

service designed to assist the transition of handicapped juveniles from

correctional institutions as they are released back into the educational

community.

As a result of the EEN YRS project, there have been a number of new

services offered to different groups of individuals.

Students The first and most obvious group is that of the EEN

students themselves at the juvenile facility. As the YRS has worked with the

EEN students, significant advantages were incorporated into their transitioning

process.

The focal point of the YRS efforts on behalf of the student have been in

terms of referring each student to the Director of Special Education responsible

for the area in which the student will be released. In most cases (and whenever

possible), the Director of Special Education has aeen informed prior to the

students' release. This connection with the Director of Special Fducation is

what affords the student a grear'r probability of success in the transitioning

effort.

Making contact with the Director of Special Education to insure EEN

services is the first priority, but there are other related agencies which the

student has both been informed about and connected with when possible. It has

been the normal procedure of the YRS to inform the student of job opportunities

with the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), to explain the broad possibilities
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of support and/or training available through the Directors of Vocational

Rehabilitation (DVR), to encourage career pursuits via the Vocational/Technical

Adult Education (VTAE) system and to seek a Vocational Education connection for

the student via the Director of Special Education. Thus armed with information,

encouragement and a formal referral to the special educational system, the

student leaving corrections has a better chance for successful transitioning.

Dependent on the rapport between the YRS and the student, a goodly amount

of counseling has occurred. This counseling has included everything from

planning towards al academic future to helping a student deal with peer problems

in the institutions. In addition, the YRS has assisted some students with study

skills. As might be expected a large nflmber of juveniles in corrections have

little or no knowledge of good study habits.

There have been times when the YRS also assisted students in understanding

and using the grievance procedure at Lincoln Hills School (LHS). Helping

students to deal with the system which has incarcerated them in a manner which

maintains their dignity and at the same time supports fairness and justice not

only helps the student but also the student-YRS relationship.

Directors of Special Education

The second group of individuals served by the YRS has been the Directors of

Special Education themselves. Initially the first service offered to them is to

inform them that there is someone making contact on behalf of the student and is

there to make the transition smoother and more relevant. Central to service of

Directors of Special Education is the provision of sufficient and timely

information to prepare adequate special education programs for students levying

LHS. They are sent a complete EEN file (that includes all previous ht- teams,

IEP's, annual evaluations and any history of testing or psychological reports

that would have contributed to M-teams or annual reviews). The YRS makes

specific recommendations regarding the student's needs based on conversations

with the student, conf rences with DOC personnel and review of student files.
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In audition, the YRS has given some Directors cf Special Education different

background information on other agencies such as DVR, JTPA, and Vocational

Education. In so doing, he has encouraged more inter-agency communication and

cooperation about secondary work experience model programs than now present in

Wisconsin.

After-care workers

A third group with whom the YRS has accomplished some new and good things

has been the after-care workers (parole officers), both state and county. In

dealing with the after-care/parole agents the YRS has:

1. informed them of his role in transitioning students

2. in-serviced them on the special EEN needs of the students served

3. raised their appreciation of the pos-ibilities of service that might be

offered students through greater interagency cooperation.

4. encouraged a greater EEN advocacy role on their part for the parolee

with handicapping conditions.

Social Workers

Lincoln Hills social workers have been inserviced in regards to the EEN YRS

project and as a consequence:

1. They have come to see the YRS efforts as complementary and

supplementary to their own efforts.

2. Their awareness of the importance of EEN considerations when releasing

a student has increased.

Parole Board

The Juvenile Offender Review Program 'parole) board has been inserviced and

advised of the appropriateness of different types of release settings in regards

to EEN students. Their sensitivity to EEN concerns per se as well as the

necessity of better transitioning procedures to meet student needs has been

reinforced.

3 4
0
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Department of Corrections Central Office

The DOC central offfice has benefitted in a number of ways. First, they

are better informed as to the quality of LEN services currently provided to

juveniles in the institution. Second, they have greater insight into how

inter-disciplinary cooperation or the lack of it either contributes or detracts

from the hope for juvenile rehabilitation. Third, the DOC central office has a

clearer grasp of which local special education services and related services can

be expected for returning juveniles and which cannot. Particularly, the DOC

central office has a better view of how exiting juveniles with EEN handicaps are

transitioned from Lincoln Hills School. Also, highlighted in the YRS project's

findings are determinations as to hcw and to what extent services from

Vocational Education, DVR, JTPA and the VTAE systems are supporting the released

juveniles and how they are inter-facing with special education. Fourth, the DOC

central office has had brought to its attention the issue of insufficent

preparatory time before release and otter issues related to the general

transitioning process. The specific information derived from each of these

perspectives should allow the DOC to begin addressing the types of changes which

will enhance their transition efforts at correctional education .

Department of Public Instruction

The Department of Public Instruction (DPI) through representatives on the

YRS Steering Committee has likewise benefitted from the YRS project. Not only

have they, like the DOC representatives serving on the Steering Committee, been

a tremendous resource for the project, but they have been the recipients of much

information from one anther and from the YRS regarding the types and quality of

EEN services offered to handicapped students throughout the State of Wisconsin

for the DOC parolee. In particular the information that has been reported will

help the DPI to support and encourage what we have discovered is posit;ve about
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the way EEN services are provided to Lincoln Hills School parolees. The YRS

information also allows the DPI to improve the areas that are weak or in need of

attention. In addition, there are secondary vocational needs for FEN parolees

that have been highlighted areas for DPI.

Other Agencies

Because of our discussions with state agency representatives from DVR, Voc

Ed and JTPA, the following things have been accomplished:

1. Each of the agency heads has been made aware of our new transitioning

program.

2. Their knowledge of and sensitivity to the specific needs/problems of

handicappee, parolees reentering society has been expanded.

3. Project staff has received extensive information from the state agency

directors regarding their policies and funding procedures. This

information was then disseminated to various groups with whom the YRS

had significant contact, including Directors of Special Education and

after-care agents.

4. Project staff has also discussed some possibilities for developing

models of greater inter-agency cooperation.

Barriers

There have been a number of barriers to full and productive implementation

of YRS services as conceived of in the original proposal.

Lack of Notice.

The first and foremost of these is a lack of notice afforded to the YRS

that the student is leaving the juvenile facility. Under the interpretation of

the present DOC regulation which requires a "least restrictive setting" in which

a student is to be placed, juveniles arc now being released from Lincoln Hills

School as soon as they are deemed appropriate /ready for a loss restrictive

setting. Since the first function of the YRS is to contact the Director of

Special Education in the area where the student is to be released and to refer
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that student with full background information, a one and a half to two day

notice provided to both the YRS and then subsequently to the Director of spec: A

Education, which is all that is given at times, is hardly sufficient. The

Directors of Special Education have argued reasonably that they should have

anywhere from two to fcar weeks notice in order to adequately prepare for a

special education student. To release special education students to situtations

where they are not ready for them is to offer one of the following scerarios:

1. The student will be accepted at school but placed in regular education

classes. Depending on the degree and kind of handicapping Conditions,

the student is being set up for frustration and failure. A special

education student needs special education teachers and related

services provided in a more timely manner.

2. A student who is "dumped" into the school district will find his/her-

self waiting at home until records are sent and a special education

evaluation can be made. This often results in an indefinite wait

on the part of the student during which time the school connection is

lost for the student and education is discontinued.

3. A student may be placed in temporary EEN classes and offered temporary

EEN services until a proper M-team evaluation can be done on him/her.

This is not always successful and may also result in student

frustration and alienation.

None of the possible scenarios mentioned previously can at all compare with

a placement when a student's records have been sent along with a referral Lo the

Directors of Special Education. In this case the student arrives at a place

where appropriate classes have been scheduled to his/her needs and all best

efforts have been made for a smooth and helpful transition.

Lack of Juvenile Reentry Readiness Progrer.q.

A second barrier to successful reentry to the community of handicapped
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Lincoln Hills students is the lack of appropriate classroom and other

preparation at the institution in the area of skills necessary for the student

to successfully transition into special education and vocational pr ('grams in the

community schools. Specifically, there is a lack of pre-vocational programs

that could enhance the probability of the student meeting vocational

requirements for the anticipated vocational education and community programs.

There is a significant number of students who exit Lincoln Hills without the

ability to tell time, without knowing the months of the year in order, without

being able to perform adequately enough in the areas of math or reading to hold

down many basic jobs.

Lack of Vocational Opportunities.

A third barrier to successful reentry for incarcerated students is the lack

of vocational education programming available to them on "on the outside".

There are many vocational education opportunities which are not available in

some communities. Some communities simply do not have the personnel and

resources to offer a broad range of vocational education opportunities.

Lack of Secondary Work Experience Programs.

A fourth barrier to successful reentry for correctional juveniles is the

lack of secondary work experience programs that inter-face with Vocational

Education and Special Education. Students without this kind of work experience

programs available to them have the probability of the vocational success

lowered considerably. This problem could be lessened dramatically through

grEater cooperation and shared programming among the schools (particular;y

Special Education), JTPA, DVR, Voc. Ed., and the VTAE system.

Lack of Parental Involvement.

A fifth barrier not often addressed enough is the lack of parental

involvement or advocacy in the educational concerns of incarcerated handicapped

youth. For the vast majority of our students parental involvetriert in the M-Team
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or IEPs or annual reviews is simply something that doesn't occur. Without the

parents involvement this role mi6nt fall to the juvenile's -,arole/after-care

agent or to a parent-surrogate. Most often the after-care agents are working in

a field of discipline that does not offer much familiarity with workings of and

concerns of special education.

Recommendations

The major recommendation, given that the YRS has been effective during the

first year of implementation, would be to continue fending the development of

this project. It would be advantageous to work out the organizational

difficulties associated with implementing this project before a final analysis

is made about the efficacy and the efficiency of the YRS.

Another recommendation is that the juvenile facility consider a

modification of their curriculum to include student reentry skills. The

effectiveness of the YRS could be greatly enhanced if incarcerated students were

more directly prepared for reentering the public school special

education/vocational programs. Such a curriculum could focus on student

transition needs (including prevocational programs) and on the student's

motivational development so as to take advantage of public school programs once

released from the institution.

A recommendation is also made to encourage Directors of Special Education

to more fully utilize the vocational opportunities available to haedicdpped

students both within the school setting and within the community. Once parolees

with handicapping conditions are transitioned into special education programs,

better awareness of and access to vocational education programs, DVR, PTPA, VTAE

and work would increase the effectiveness of the YTS.

A final recommendation would be to encourage greater parental involvement

in both institution and local special education programs. It has been observed

that most juvenile parolees do not have their parents attending M-teams, TEP

rti
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meetings and annual evaluations. Whether this is true due to the lack of funds

for transportation (generally the institutions are far removed from cities and

home areas) or due to an inability to cope with the special education process or

for some other reason, parents have not advocated effectively for their children

in correctional institutions or in the public schools upon the EEN parolee's

return to the public school.
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Interagency Contract and Purchase Requisition
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Date: October 23, 1985

To Julene Dunn
cc James W. Freer

From: Gene D. Kunesc.,
_. .

r

Sublect Federal Grant #G008530055
Project #158GH50082

University of Wisconsin-Stout

F.:le Ref.

As you know, Lincoln Hills School, Div. of Corrections is a State Agency.
I have now confirmed with System Administration Purchasing that CESA /110
is also a State Agency, therefore according to PRO-C-25 Intergovernmental
Procurements and PRO-C-32 Grants & other Non Procurement Transactions,
of the State Procurement Manual, obtaining services and materials from
these two agencies is exempt from purchasing.

From a purchasing standpoint, the requesting department may proceed with
this project without further involvement on our part.

Requisition No. 1506 is being returned for your use.

If you have any questions, please call.

4 0

, AD-75



equisltion Number: /5"e7 °URCHASE REQUISITION Purchase Order Number:
University of Wisconsin-Stout

all On 111.1 11111 ME 1111111 MI OM ME NM MN

Suggested Vendor(s) SHIP TO:
FM7! 11 n ;

(1) Mr. William E. Smith, Assistant Supa)ntendent 0'
Lincoln Hills School Facility a

Wisconsin Department of Corrections
Route 1, Box 96 - . , .- -

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - STOUT

(2) (4)

1 ,.., .., .)..).1 1`Irma, WY 54442-9720
Menomonie, WI 54751

Requested by:

Department:

Bldg. & Rm. #:

Data

t4A1 uEP7.
L6 Aurr Approved by:

Account Code to be charged: 141,--nz,--L99GA

FOB -best. our dock

FOB-Shipping Pt.*
ITerms: Net 30 days Delivery:
Or Ilnquiry # Bulletin #

REFERENCE:

QUANTITY UNIT

Tl tota
of this

1. Cler

DESCRIPTION - including brand, size, color, etc. 'Catalog Number I Commodity Codel Unit Price Total

t of services requested from Lincoln Hills for the federal liscal year (Sept.
10008530055 Pro ect # 158GH50082 are: 1

'2. Frin e be
3. Post ge/t
4. Phot copy

As per a reem
for the irst
Tinrnln ills
this pur hase

In addit
the Dire

0 rt during this time period for 260 hours @,$5.64 per houi, not to exceed

, 1985 to At.gust 31, 1986)

fits for the clerical support position @ 18.7F x $1,466.50 or a maximum total
ephone @ S50/mo. x 12 mos.
g/duplicating @ 50/mo. x 12 mos.

0

1.466.50
274.50
Ann_nn
600.00

_L

t attached, the amount is not to exceed
iscal year of this grant.
c exppctpd to quhmit n qflqrtprly JaPling fnr hrtual_rnqtc ri. at ratoc quggractad
equisi*ion. Contract purchases may begin as bf September 1J 1985.

I I

2,9_41.00

incoln Hills is expected to submit an itemizedlreport along *ith their invoice
f this o e

MINOR
prii.....cerriliTOTriTITV 1 r i;
lit regydiit,unn lig

Im_........,.........i.
,,,,,,

...y.t. :.AYABLi.

:o

XYYxXXXxXXXxxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIAI

\L\ - J} rt TAL
I Name and Ext. of
Contact Person: Stan A. Karcz, Ed.D x2,09

, LitA,

4
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hrequisition Number:

1r

/go In . PURCHASE REQUISITION Purchase Order Number:

University of Wisconsin-Stout

Suggested Vendor(s)

(1) Mr. Gordon Clay, Administrator (3)

Cooperative Educational Service Agency p10 (U5A #10)

725 West Park Avenue

1 Ir R 7; ; 13 '.'''

''-

SHIP TO:

pepalent:
.1 eT
v ': t v!

0) k.1) z a A s, g

Bldg. & Rm. #:

Enlls, WT S47204
OCT 2 1 1985UmeNnIVERSnilTes: WI

WISCONSIN - STOUT

(2) (4)

Requested by:

P-RE-AUNT DEPT.
UW STOUT Approved by:

1

Account Code to be Charged: 144-04-499GA
4

Date:

FOB-Dent. our dock
FOB-Shipping Pt.*

Terms: Net 30 days Delivery:

Or 'Inquiry # Bulletin #

REFERENCE:

QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION - including brand, size, color, etc. 'Catalog Number! Commodity Codel Unit Price Total

The total amount of services requested from CESA #10 for the' federal fiscai year (Sept.1, 1985 to Aug. 31
- #6 5: . so:

1. A f11
Z. Fringe berfits @ 30% x $21,100

11 - - g

1986) of the

Cled.cal f.upoort of 260 hours 0 S5.64 per hour_ not to Amreed
4. Fringe berefits for the clerical support position @ 18.7M x $1,466.50 for a maximum total of
5. Travel statewide @ $300 per month x 12 mos.
6. Postage/telephone @ $20/mo x 12 mos.
7. Phot,copying/duolicating (a 820./mr, It 12 mn
B. General ccnsumable supplies @ $25/mo. x 12 mos.
9. Resoirce npterials not to exceed 1

21,100.00

6,330.00
1,/166.50
274.50

1288e. 0
240.00

300.00
250.00

As per aveement attached, the amount is not to exceed
fnr the irst fistn1 yam,- of th4a nrn.,r USA. #10 may seek keimhursement fnr nna
month ad anted payment of the Youti&kry Specialist. CESA #10 is expected to submit

a monthl billing for aloe al costs or at_rates suga
In addit on, CESA #10 is expected to submit an itemized repoht along with their invoice to the Director
of thic 1 rnienr. C.. _ourch

Y_

II . I - 11

XXXXXXXXXX

I

43

I

TOTAL

33,801.00

33, Co olsw4)

1 Name and Ext. of
I Contact Person: Dr. Stan A. Karcz x 2170
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WISCONSIN GRANT APPLICATION NOTICE FORM

.apartmentI oartment of Administration
orm FDA 50

ALL APPLICANTS MUST FILL 0UT ITEMS (1) THROUGH (23) 0 C`_A

)Project Tale A Youth Re-entry Specialist Program
for Released Incarcerated Youth With
Handicapping_Conditions

(2) Grant Notification Status

An Original Submission B Resubmission or Revis:on
If B, Date of Previous Submission

) Applicant Agercy

11113

DHSS/DOC

(4) Organizational Subunit

Lincoln Hills Srhant
/ Applicant Address (Street, City. State, Zip)5)

/7

P.O. Box'7925, Madison, WI 53707

(6) Applicant Contact Person

James Wickman

Phone

(608) 266-3021

1Program No (From Fed Catalog)

18 L4 I I I 15 18

(8) Program Title (From Fed Domestic Assistance Catalog)

1 Area of Impact (Counties, States)

Lincoln Hills School in Irma, Wisconsin
(10) Type of Assistance

Grant a Formula

b Discretionary

(11) PROGRAM FUNDING

gqContract Plan Other (Specify)

(12) Type of Application

Dc.] New

tri_ Modification

Continuation

(14) Projected Funding Date

$

S

Cfier
Total

$

$ 2 772

September 1, 1985

(13) Estimated Date to be Submitted to
Federal Agency (Mo Day, Yr

September 1, 1985

(15) Project Duration (Mo /Yr )

start September 1, 1985
End August 31, 1986

(16) Federal Funding Agency (Name:, City, State)

U.S. Dept. of Education Subcontract with:
Washington, D.C. 20202 UW-Stout

(17) PROGRAM/PROJECT Attach no more than 10 pages; see instructions for required data content.
DESCRIPTION Number of pages attached.

118) A-95 Review Required?

120) If Review is Required by OMB Circular A-95, l_ist the Clearinghouses to Which

Yes yi No

(19) Source of A-95 Requirement

Request for Proposal

Catalog of Fed.

Clearinghouses 1

2

121) Applicant Representative Name & Title
(Type) Linda Reivitz, Secretary

IIDept. of Health & Social Services

stic Asst

Grantor Instruction Packet

Federal Register

Application was Sent. Including the State Clearinghouse

All Regional Cle
(22); Signature

1.

STATE AGENCIES ONLY FILL 0

'Notifica
ghouses Date

Date Signed (Mo /Yr )

9
ITEM 4) THR GH (29)

(24) Under Wis Grant Review Delegation Agreement

0 Yes No

(26) POSITION FUND SOURCE (FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT)

Existing

GPR SEG PRO

(25) Allotment Data
Appn L-1

Federal

FEDERAL TOTAL
Federal

State

New

(27) Indirect CostsI ED Yes

2.1 No Rate

State Agency No

State

(28) Sent to Join Committee on
F mance

Amount y s No

DIVISION OF STATE EXECUTIVE BUDGET & PLANNING USE ONLY

(29) Future State Commitment
(E xplain in Project Description)

Ll Yes 3 No

1

Date Rec'd DOA I Sat No

45
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CONTRACT

among

Wisconsin Division of Corrections (WDOC),
Coopelitive Education Service Agency #10 (CESA #10),

and

Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin System
University of Wisconsin-Stout (UW-Stout)

REGARDING: The Youth Re-entry Specialist (YRS) Trogram for Released
Incarcerated Youth with Handicapping Conditions Project #158GH50082

Grant #G008530055

Background

The Center for the Study of Correctional Education at University of
Wisconsin-Stout located in Menomonie, Wisconsin, has received approval from the
U.S. Department of Education for its project proposal entitled A Youth Re-entry
Specialist Program for Released Incarcerated Youth with Handicapping
Conditions.

The funding implications of this project for UW-Stout are that the Youth
Re-entry Specialist (YRS) program budget has allocated funds to purchase:

a. Forty percent of Project Director's time for one year ($13,866) and
fringe benefit of $3,605 (at 26%)

b. Ten hours of research assistance time per week for one year ($3,140)
and fringe benefit of $405 (12.9%), and 500 hours of clerical time
($2,970) and fringe benefit of $300 (10.1%) for one year

c. Travel monies annually for the Project Director and research
assistant(s) of $2,300, and for the advisory panel of $500

d. Monies for one year for telecommunications services, computer support
services, and photocopying/duplicating services of $1,845

e. General consumable supply monies not to exceed $100 annually
f. Resource material monies not to exceed $250 annually

Tne funding implications of this project for CESA #10 are to purchase:

a. A full time equivalent professional at an annual base of $21,100 and
fringe benefits of $6,330 (at 30%)

b. Clerical support of 260 hours at $5.64 per hour, not to exceed
$1,466.50 annually, and a fringe benefit of $274.50

c. Travel statewide monies not to exceed $3,600 annually
d. Postage/telephone monies not to exceed $240 annually
e. Photocopying/duplicating monies not to exceed $240 anaually
f. General consumable supply monies not to exceed $300 annually
g. Resource material monies not to exceed $250 annually

The funding implications of this project for WDOC are to purchase:

a. Clerical support of 260 hours at $5.64 per hour, not to exceed
$1,466.50 annually, and a fringe benefit of $274.50 (at 18.7%)

b. Postage/telephone monies not to exceed $600 annually
c. Photocopying/duplicating monies not to exceed $600 annually

46
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Further details of the contract between the U.S. Department of Education and the
University of Wisconsin-Stout can be found in the project proposal.

I. This program ha3 been approved for a two-year period from September 1,
1985, to August 31, 1987, with the actual funding to be determined yearly.

II. UW-Stout will assist CESA #10 with DOC input in developing a job
description for the Youth Re-entry Specialist (YRS) program, consistent
with the stated program's goals and objectives articulated in Appendix B
of the proposal and consistent with existing Wisconsii Department of
Public Instruction and WDOC regulations and procedures. Employment will

be a cooperative effort by the three involved agencies.

A. Advertisements for this position will, at a minimum, be placed in
major Wisconsin metropolitan newspapers including the Madison and the

Milwaukee newspapers. In addition, the advertisement will be included
in the NEW YORK TIMES.

B. Specific references within the advertisement will highlight that CESA
#10 is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

III. University of Wisconsin-Stout will:

A. ,:rovide a Project Director.

B. Facilitate, to the fullest extent possible, the employment of a
candidate in adherance with affirmative action guidelines.

C. Work with DOC personnel to assist the YRS in l'is/her efforts to
develop a working knowledge of the DOC.

D. Work with the CESA #10 Administrator and State public instruction
personnel to assist the YRS to develop a working knowledge of the
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction Cooperative Educational
Service Area (CESA) procedures relative to serving Exceptional
Education Needs (EEN) and vocational needs of students.

E. Work with Department of Vocational Rehabilitation representatives to
assist the YRS to develop a working knowledge of the local vocational
rehabilitation needs for serving EEN students in vocational programs.

F. Work with Governor's Employment and Training Office (GETO) personnel
to assist the YRS to develop a working knowledge of the locally
administered GETO procedures to access JTPA funding.

G. Assist CESA #10, public instruction personnel, and other agency
personnel to identify, develop, and coordinate funding sources for

agency direct service providers.

H. Assist YRS in his/her efforts to support parole agents' efforts at
transitioning EEN students from the institution into community
schools.

I. Provide ongoing program supervision of the YRS through a technical

assistance format.
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J. Manage a control system for monitoring and evaluating student status
and overall re-entry program.

1. Develop a ucility-focused, collaborative evaluation design.
2. Identify program research issues, research methodologies,

management information needs, six-month follow-up activities, data
collection resources, data collection methodologies, data analysis
procedures, report audiences, and report formats.

3. Provide computer support services to analyze the data.

K. Determine the legal options and funding opportunities available to
continue the YRS program once the program has been completed.

L. Disseminate project information to interested parties.

M. Submit periodic progress reports (oral or written) of the YRS program
to the advisory panel.

IV. The CESA #10 district will:

A. Be the hiring authority for YRS position and provide overall personnel
supervision of that person.

B. Work with UW-Stout Project Director to obtain necessary technical
assistance.

C. Participate in a policy-making steering committee for the YRS program.

D. With other program key decision makers, participate in the development
of a utility-focused collaborative evaluation design for the purpose
of determining program research issues, research methodologies,
management information needs, six-month follow-up activities, data

collection resources, data collection methodologies, data analysis
procedures, report audiences, and report formats.

E. Support the YRS efforts in adhering to the articulated program
objectives.

F. Aid in the determining of various categorical funding options and/or
legislation required to continue and replicate the YRS program,
support the Regional Service Network (RSN) concept, and support the
necessary funding incentives for CESA programs.

G. Share information about this program to interested parties.

H. Provide the YRS with a mailbox, office space including a desk with a
telephone, and access to a duplicating machine.

V. Wisconsin Division of Corrections will:

A. Support the project, i.e., aid in the development of the necessary
strategies for the implementation of the project objectives.

B. Provide day-to-day supervision of the YRS when the YRS is working out

of the Lincoln Hills School (LHS) office.

C. Coordinate technical assistance and overall program supervision/

monitoring with UW-Stout and CESA #10 district.



D. Participate in a policymaking committee for the YRS program.

E. Participate along with other program key decision makers in the
development of a utilityfocused collaborative evaluation designed for
the purpose of determining program research issues, research
methodologies, management information needs, sixmonth followup
activities, data collection resources, data collection methodologies,
data analysis procedures, report audiences, and report formats.

F. Support the YRS efforts in adhering 1-o the articulated program
objectives.

G. Aid in the determination of various categorical funding options and/or
legislation required to continue and replicate the YRS prigram.

H. Share information about the YRS program with interested parties.

I. Provide a mailbox and office space including desk and telephone for
the YRS at LHS.

J. Facilitate the sharing of student records of mutual clients with
cooperating agencies. Access to student records will be consistent
with Wisconsin state statutes (see AppeLidix A).

7-24-8/111488
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The parties of this agreement shall also adhere to the attached assurances and
contract addendum.

Signatures:

Secretary
Department of

I 6.--
t/ s5-,r / a e

Health Soal Services

I /. AAA A /AL 7 -2SD6
Administrator Date
Wisconsin Divis on of Corrections

i
Administrator
CESA #10

CLi

..

Loa of Regents /)

University of Wisconsin System
University of Wisconsin-Stout

7-24-8/1h488
0ro

g- 7- gr
Date

'r

Date
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Job Description and Performance Objectives
for the

Youth Reentry Specialist Program
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POSITION OPENING

YOUTH RE-ENTRY SPECIALIST
COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY 1110

CHIPPLWA FALLS, WISCONSIN

TITLE: YOUTH RE-ENTRY SPECIALIST

AVAILABLE: SEPTEMBER 1, 1985

SALARY: $19,000 to $21,100 for 12 months

JOB LOCATION: LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL
DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS

IRMA, WISCONSIN 54442

DESIRED QUALIFICATIONS: Master's Degree in School Counseling, School Social Work,

School Psychology, or Vocational Education

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Bachelor's Degree with work related experience

RESPONSIBILITIES:

APPLICATIONS:

There ere three major responsibilities for this position.

The first responsibility is to develop numerous agreements

between Lincoln Hills School and various Cooperative

Educational Service Agencies throughout Wisconsin for

Lhe purpose of transit-toning youth from Lhe DOC school

back into the public school educational and vocational

programs. The second responsibility is to work with

students with handicapping conditions exiL,ng Lincoln

Hills School. Third responsibility is to assist in

research design and in data collection activities with

representatives from the Center for Lhe Study of Cor-

rectional Education at University of Wisconsin- SLouL.

To accomplish these tasks the Youth Re-entry Specialist

must work closely with the following agencies: The

Wisconsin Division of Corrections, Cooperative Educa-

tional Service Agencies, University of Wisconsin-Stout,

community school agencies, county agents, Private

Industry Councils, and others.

Extensive slate-wide travel is a requirement for this

position.

Direct letters of application and list of three

references Lo:
Mr. Gordon Clay
Coordinator, Cooperative Educational Service

Agency 1110

725 West Park Avenue
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

DEADLINE: July 31, 1985

CESA #10 IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES

FOR THE

YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST

1, TO DEVELOP NUMEROUS AGREEMENTS BETWEEN LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL

(LHS) AND THE VARIOUS COOPERATIVE EDUCATION SERVICE AGENCIES

(CESA'S) THROUGHOUT WISCONSIN FOR THE PURPOSE OF TRANSITIONING

YOUTH FROM LHS BACK INTO PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL

PROGRAMS,

2, TO WORK WITH STUDENTS WITH HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS LEAVING

LHS.

3. TO ASSIST IN RESEARCH DESIGN AND IN DATA COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF CORRECTIONAL

EDUCATION AT UW-STOUT.
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1. THE YRS IS EXPECTED:

A-E, TO DEVELOP A WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF VARIOUS SETS OF RULES

AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THOSE AGENCIES RELATING TO

RELEASED LHS STUDENTS, E.G. DOC, CESA, DVR, GET°,

F. TO DEVELOP A POSITIVE WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH DOC STAFF,

CESA COORDINATOR, AND THE DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION.

G. TO REVIEW f1 -TEAM EVALUATION REPORTS AND INDIVIDUALIZED

EDUCATION PROGRAMS (IEP'S) FOR THE PURPOSE OF BECOMING

ACQUAINTED WITH THE STUDENT'S LONG-TERM NEEDS AND GOALS,

H. TO DETERMINE THE ASSIGNED PAROLE AGENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR

THE STUDENT UPON HIS/HER RELEASE FROM LHS,

I. TO MEET WITH THE ASSIGNED PAROLE AGENT SO AS TO DETERMINE

THE DOC TRANSITION PROCEDURES FOR ENROLLING AN EEN INMATE

INTO ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS AND SUBSEQUENT CESA: VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION/GETO PROGRAMS,

J. TO ASSIST THE PAROLE AGENT IN RELATING TO THE PUBLIC

SCHOOL,

K. TO DEVELOP EEN INMATE PROFILES FROM THE iNmJES IEP"

AND FROM THE M-TEAM'S EVALUATION REPORTS,

L. TO OUTLINE POTENTIAL STATE AGENCY FUNDING SOURCES

AVAILABLE TO CESA'S

M. TO DEVELOP INSERVICE MATERIALS REGARDING THE DETERMINED

REENTRY PROCEDURES,

N. TO DEVELOP INSERVICE MATERIALS REGARDING THE EEN/

VOCATIONAL NEEDS OF INMATES,

O. TO IDENTIFY EDUCATIONAL AND VOCATIONAL RESOURCES WITHIN

THE COMMUNITY FOR STUDENT USE,
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2. THE YRS IS EXPECTED:

A. TO WORK DIRECTLY WITH PAROLE OFFICERS, COUNTY AGENTS,
AND PARENTS FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE ABOUT THE TRANSITIONING PROCEDURES REQUIRED
FOR SUCCESSFUL PUBLIC SCHOOL ACCESS.

B. TO WORK DIRECTLY WITH STUDENTS WITH HANDICAPPING

CONDITIONS LEAVING LHS TO THE EXTET. NECESSARY.
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3, THE YRS IS EXPECTED:

A, TO PARTICIPATE IN A COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH DESIGN WHICH

IS UTILITY FOCUSED,

B. TO ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

SYSTEM (MIS) FOR THE YRS PROGRAM,

C. TO ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN EVALUATION PROGRAM

DETER! INING THE STATUS OF STUDENTS INVOLVED IN THE REENTRY

PROCESS,

D. 10 ASSIST IN ASSESSING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE YRS PROGRAM,

E. TO ASSIST IN DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES,

F. TO MONITOR STUDENT PROGRESS IN THE EDUCA'ONAL SETTING

THROUGH THE PAROLE AGENT TO ASSURE STUDENTS ARE

RECEIVING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,

G. TO CONFIRM THAT STUDENTS HAVE BEEN ENROLLED IN CESA PROGRAMS

AND THAT STUDENTS HAVE ALSO BEEN ENROLLED IN APPROPRIATE

SPECIAL EDUCATION/VOCATIONAL EDUCATION /VOCATIONAL REHAB-

ILITATION/GETO PROGRAMS.
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APPENDIX D

Grant Evaluation Instrument



PROJECT NUMBER
(A first digit of 0 indicates control group)

LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL

YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROJECT.

Demographic Data
(Form A)

Student's Name
(Last)

Date Interviewed

(First) (MI)

IA Student Social Security Number

2A J Student Institution Number

*3A Date of Birth

*4A Gender: 1 = Female; 2 = Male

*5A Ethnicity: 1 = Black (not or Hispanic origin)
2 = Asian or Pacific Islander (includes

Indian subcontinent)
3 = Hispanic (Mexican, Puerto Rican,

Cuban, ether Spanish culture)
4 = American Indian or Alaskan native
5 = White (not of Hispanic origin)

*6A Family Income Level: 1 = AFDC; 2 = NO AFDC

* Data required to determine effectivenessof Youth Reentry Specialist (YRS)
Project. All other data are part of the management information system for
the YRS Project.

7/86 Page I
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Name of Sending Scnool

PROJECT NUMBER

LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL
YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROJECT

/
/ Preadmission Data

(Form B)

7-B CESA District Number

8-B Prior enrollment in EEN Program (1 to 8 weeks):
1 = yes; 2 = no

9-B Were prior EEN support and/or related services received:
1 = yes; 2 = no (If yes, mark the appropriate services listed

below [9-B.I thru 9 -B.12] with "X")

9-B.I Transportation 9-B.7 Counseling (outside school)
9-B.2 Speech/Audio 9-B.8 Medical Service for
9-B.3 Psychological diagnoses/evaluations
9-B.4 PT/OT 9 -B.9 School Health
9-B.5 Recreation 9-B.I0 Social Work (outside School)
9-B.6 Disability 9-B.II School Social Work

and/or c er assessments 9 -B.12 Parent Counseling & Training

10-B Last grade completed

*II-B Was student retained: 1 = Retained one or more years
2 = Not retained

*I2-B Attendance ( -A, of days enrolled in classes during last educational
Hall or spring] term):

1 = 90% or more
2 = Les; than 90%
3 = No information available

*13-B Behavior aspects during last (fall or spring) term:
1 = T,ho or more suspensions and/or expulsions per semester
2 = One or less suspensions and/or expulsions per semester
3 = No information available

14 -B Living situation prior to LHS admission:
1 = Parent/relative 8 = State mental heaith facility
2 = GroPp home 9 = Hospital treatment center
3 = Foster care 10 = Adult/juvenile correctional inst.

4 = Child caring institution II = Jail/secured detention
5 = Independent living 12 = Shelter
6 = Runaway status 13 = State agency residence
7 = Drug treatment center

7/86
Page 2
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PROJECT NUMBER

LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL
YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROJECT

School/Work Data (while in LHS)
(Form C)

11

*I5-C Indioate program in which student participared:
1 = Senior High 3 = GOAL Program
2 = Junior High 4 = Marathon

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I6-C NCTI Participation: 1 = yes; 2 = no

*17 -C Industrial or vocational education participation:
1 = yes; 2 = no

I8-C Were EEN support and/or related services received:
1 = yes; 2 = no (if yes, mark the appropriate services listed

below 118-C.1 thru 18-C.I2] wi+h an "X")

18-C.I Transportation 18 -C.7 Counseling (outside School)
I8-C.2 Speech/Audio I8-C.8 Medical Service for
18 -C.3 Psychological diagnoses/evaluations
I8-C.4 PT/OT 18 -C.9 School Health
I8-C Recreation 18-C.I0 Social Work (outside
18 -C.6 Disability and/or school)

other asse,ments 18-C.II School Social Work
18-C.I2 Parent counseling and

training

19 -C Number of security cottage placements

20-C Recidivist (more than one prior admission to EAS-Wales or LHS):
I = yes; 2 = no

II*2I-C Number of high school credits completed

22-C GED completed: I = yes; 2 = no

23-C High school diploma completed: I = yes; 2 = no

24-C Behavior aspects during Fast (fall or spring) term:
1 = Two or mcre suspensions and/or expulsions per semester
2 = One or less suspensions and/or expulsions per semester
3 = No information available

25-C Work performance (if applicable):
1 = Below average 2 = Average 3 = Above average

25-C.I Starts work on time without prompting
25-C.2 Uses time wisely; takes care of equ; . pfilcill
25-C.3 Follows directions; needs little supervision
25-C.4 Good attitude; enjoys work
25-C.5 Gets along well with other workers and staff

Page 3
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PROJECT NUMBER

LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL
YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROJECT

PostRelease Data
(Form D)

(To be completed every three months during postrelease period)

*26D / / Date student left Lincoln Hills School

*27D

28D

29D

30D

*3ID

Did student receive Youth Reentry Services: 1 = yes; 2 = no

P;c1 student enroll in school: 1 = yes; 2 = no
(Refers to grades Jr. High through grade 12)

28D.I Public School 1 = yes; 2 = no
28D.2 Nonpublic school 1 = yes; 2 = no
28D.3 If yes to 28D please provide name and address
(if no go to 37D)
Name

Address

/ / Date student began school attendance

Did student return to the same schc I attended prior to LHS:
1 = yes; 2 = no

Is student currently enrolled in EEN or special education
program: 1 = yes; 2 = no

32D Were EEN support and/or related services received:
1 = yes; 2 = no (if yes, mark the service listed below

(32D.1 through 32D.12] with an "X")
(Please mark only those services found on EEN Individu,1
Education Plan (IEP])

32 D. I Transportation 2D. 8 Medical Service
32D.2 Speech/Audio for diagncses/evaluation
32D.3 Psychological 32D. 9 c_1-1ool Health
32D.4 PT/OT 32D.I0 Social Work
32D.5 Recreaticn (outside school)
32D.6 _ Disability and/ 32D.I. School Social

or other Assessments work
32D.7 Counseling 32 D.12 Parent ccunseling

(outside school) and training

33D Attendance ( % of days in class since enro

34D

7/86

1 = 90% or more
2 = Less than 90%
3 = No information available

Ilment date):

Behavior aspects during last (f I or spring) term:
1 = Two or more suspensions/expulsions per semester
2 = One or 1E'S suspension /expulsion per semester
3 = No information available

Page
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PROJECT NUMBER

Post-Release Data
(Form D Continued)

35-D Number of high school credits completed

36-D High School diploma received: 1 = yes; 2 ,. no

*37-D Did student receive DVR services: 1 = yes; 2 = no

*38-D Did student enter JTPA Program: 1 = yes; 2 = no

*39-D Did stl.dent enter VTAE Program: 1 = yes; 2 = no

*40-D Did student enter post secondary training or education program
(other than VTAE): 1 yes; 2 = no

*41-D Did student enter GED Program: 1 = yes; 2 = no

42-D GED completed: 1 = yes; 2 = no

*43-D Did student enter County Employment Program: 1 = yes; 2 = no

*44-D Living Status: 1 = Parent/Relative 8 = State mental health
2 = Group home facility
3 = Foster care 9 = Hospital treatment ctr.
4 = Child caring instituition 10= Adult/juvenile correction
5 = Independent living facility
6 = Runaway status 11= Jail/secured detention
7 = Drug treatment censer 12= Shelter

13= State agency residence

*45-0 Is student living in same community as prior to LHS admission:
1 = yes; 2 = no

46-D Is student working: 1 = yes; 2 = no
If yes, complete items 47-D thru 52-D; if no go to item 52-D)

47-D Nature of work: 1 = Part time; 2 = Full time; 3 = Seasonal

48-D Number of weeks employed since LHS release date

49-D Was job-seeking training obtained: 1 = yes; 2 = no

50-D Was job-keeping training obtained: 1 = yes; 2 = no

5I-D Work performance (if applicable):
1 = Below average 2 = Average 3 = Above average

51 J.I Starts work on time without prompting
51 -D.2 Uses time wisely; takes care of equipment
51 -D.3 Follows directions; needs little supervision
51 -D.4 Good attitude; enjoys work
5I-D.5 Gets along well with other workers and staff

52-D Recidivist (returned to juvenile institution): 1 = yes; 2 = no

7/86 Page 5
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PROJECT NUMBER

LINCOLN HILLS SCHOOL
YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROJECT

Post-Release Data
(Form E)

(To be completed during first three months of post-release period)

RSN/Special Education Director Involvement

53-E Did RSN provide resource information: 1 = yes; 2 = no

54-E Did director of special education assist in transition activities:
1 = yes; 2 = no

Post-Release Agent/Parent Involvement

55-E Did post-release agent/parent enroll student in program:
1 = yes; 2 = no

56-E Did post-release agent/parent participate in M-Team conference:
1 = yes; 2 = no

57-E Did post release agent/parent participate in IEP conference:

1 = yes; 2 = no

58-E Did postrelease agent/parent plan to participate in annual
evaluation: 1 = yes; 2 = no

59-E Did post-release agent/parent obtain copy of due process
procedure handbook: 1 = yes; 2 = no

YRS Involvement

60-E Were school records sent to receiving school:

1 = yes; 2 = no; 3 = not applicc.:)le

61-E Were school records sent to post-release agent:

1 = yes; 2 = no 3 = not applicable

62-E Is post-release agent county or state personnel:

1 = County; 2 = State

63-E Did post-release agent receive technical assistance by YRS:

1 = yes; 2 = no

64-E Was contact made with the director of special education:

1 = yes; 2 = no; 3 = not applicable

65-E Was student transported by YRS: 1 = yes; 2 = no

66-E Did YRS counsel student: 1 = yes; 2 = no

7/86 Page 6
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Table I

YOUTM REENTRY SPECIALIST PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

TASK 82: To develop a job description for the youth reentry specialist
consistent with the stated program goals and consistent with existing
Wisconsin Ikpartment of Public Instruction and Wisconsin Division of
Corrections regulations and procedures. The following are the suggested
program goals for the Youth Reentry Specialist (YRS):

PROGRAM COAL: To increase the per-entage of previously incarcerated youth
or young adults with handicapping conditions who are reentering school
and/or job programs.

OBJECTIVE
(what)

COMPONENT
(more specific what)

2.1. To develop a working knowledge
of various agency regulations
and procedures.

65

2.1.1. To develop a working knowl-
edge of DOC administrative reg-
ulations and of their special
education procedures.

2.1.2. To develop a working knowl-
edge of the Wisconsin Public
Instruction Cooperative Educa-
tion Service Area (CESA) proce-
dures relative to serving Ex-
ceptional Education Needs (EEN)
students.

2.1.3. To develop a working knowl-
edge of the Wisconsin Public
Instruction CESA procedure

relative to serving the voca-
tional needs o,. students.

2.1.4. To develop a working knowl-
edge of the local vocational re-
habilitation procedured for serving
EEN students or for serving EEN
students in vocational rehabilitation
programs.

2.1.:. To develop a working knowl-
edge of the locally adminis-
tered Governor's Employment and
Training Office (GETO) proce-
dures relatcdto CESA programs.

7
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Table 1 (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
(what)

COMPONENT
(more specific what)

2.2. To develop and maintain ability
to consalt effectively about
model special education and
vocational programming needs
of EEN former inmates to the
various agency service providers.

2...:. To develop and maintain an ability

to recommend program or service ap-
pliction procedures, time lines, and
categorical funding sources for each
of the agency direct service
providers.

2.4. To (4_velop a working relationship
with key agency representatives
within the DOC institution, with
the parole agent, with the CESA
coordinator, Director of Special
Education, and the Regional Service
Network (RSN) Coordinator.

2.5. To support parole agents in their
effortrs to transition EEN inmates
from the institution, through

alternate schools, to CESA
programs.

al.........a

66

2.2.1. To develop a positive

working relationship with DOC
staff, CESA coordinator, and
the director of special
education.

2.2.2. To review multidisciplin-
ary team evaluation reports
and Individualized Education

Programs (IEP) for purpose of
becoming acquainted with the
student's long-term needs and
goals.

2.5.1. To determine the assigned
parole agent responsible for
the student upon release from
the institution.

2.5.2. To meet with the assigned
parole agent so as to determine
the DOC transition procedures
for enrolling an EEN inmate in-
to the parole-administered al-
ternative school and afterwards
for entering the CESA: voca-
tional education/vocation

rehabilitation/CETO.

....,.........r.......o.0%mi.



Table 1 (Continued)

OBJECTIVE)
(what)

2.6. To assist Directors of

Special Education (DSE) to
adequately prepare special
education and vocational
education/vocational rehab-
ilitation/GETO programs for
the EEN former inmate.

COMPONENT
(more specific what)

2.5.3. To assist the parole aent
in relating to the public schools.

2.5.4. To develop EEN inmate profiles
from the DOG's EEN teacher summary
evaluation report (in lieu of IEP
and annual evaluations) and from
school personnel (teacher) verbal
comments.

2.5.5. To monitor student proglcss in
the educational setting through the
parole agent to assure that student
is receiving special education services.

2.6.1. To outline potential state agency
eatego rial programs and funding sources
available to the local educational
agency (CESA)

2.6.2. To confirm that student has been
enrolled in special education program
and that the student ha. been referred
for special education /vocational

education/vocational rehabilitation/
GETO programs.

2.7. To obtain written agreements

from Madison, Milwaukee and Green
Bay special education program
providers who provide services
to numberous EEN former inmates.

2.8. To assist the project director
in the development of a system for
monitoring the status of students
involved in the reentry process.

2.9. To monitor (once monitoring system
is developed) the status of students
involved in the reentry process.

13 7



Table I (Continued)

OBJECTIVE
(what)

COMPONENT

(more specific what)

2.10. To monitor the extent to which the
reentry project objectives are being
met.

2.11. To evaluate the extent to which the
vocational and special education needs
of the student are being met.

2.8 To evaluate the efficacy of the
variouo reentry project procedures.

2.13. To adjust the various reentry pro-
cedures based on the feedback pro-
vided through the moditoring
activities and providid by the
evaulation activities.

2.9 To provide an ongoing consulta-
tion with parole agents, juvenile
court representatives, natural
parents, foster parents, com-
munity service providers, and
public school personnel regarding
the EEN/vocational needs of former

inmates and regarding reentry
procedures.

2.10.Tn develop and conduct work-
shops for parole agents, school
teachers, voctional rehabilita-
tion personnel, and GETO
personnel.

2.11.To develop a reporting proce-
dure for key decision makers
involved in the reentry process
including but not limited to the
Wisconsin Division of Correction's
principal of the juvenile school
at Lincoln Hills, to the coordinator
at CESA #6, nor to the director of
this project.

2.9.1. To develop inservice ma-
terials regarding the EEN/voca-
tional needs of juvenile
inmates.

9.9.2. To develop inservice ma-
terials regarding the estab-
lished reentry procedures.

2.9. 3. To identify educational

and vocational community re-
sources for student use.

2.10.1.To develop and conduct
workshops regarding the EEN/
vocational needs of juvenile
inmates.

9.10.2.To develop and conduct
workshops regarding the
established reentry
procedures.



Table 1 (Continued)

OBJECTIVE

(what)

2.11.To determine Division of
Corrections (i)OC) curriculum
recommendations in areas of
special education and vocatioial
education via la for the re-
ceiving Special Education Director.

2.18. To determine the various agency
regulations, procedures, and
funding mechanisms involved in
the provision of direct services
for the transitioning of EEN
inmates.

2.19. To develop an inservice strategy
regarding 2.18 for the direct
service providers.

COMPONENT

(more specific what)
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 1.1. To assist CESA 10 (which would act as the school administrative
distric, for

the youth reentry specialist) in hiring a Division of Corrections acceptable

candidate - preferably a minority person.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 1.1.1. To actively involve both the CESA 10 administrator and the Lincoln Hills Principal

in the hiring-firing process for the YRS

STRATEGY (how)

1.1.1.-1. To
support the CESA

10 school hiring/

firing practices.

7 )

TACTICS (more specific how) I CRITERIA (hot"
I

(who and/or TIMELINES,IMELINES (when)
which)

-

i

1.1.1.-1.1. To participate in 1.1.1.-1.1.1. i 1.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.

the job-search process To extent that 4 Di:ector of project.

1.1.1.-1.2. To participate in

the job interview process.

DOC acceptable
minority person
can be hireo.

1.1.1.. 2.1. 1.1 1.-1.2.1.-1. CESA

Througl, conc. u- 10 administrator and

!...inn of inter- selected staff.

view
1.1.1.-1.2.1.-2.
Director of Project

1.1.1.-1.3. To maintain pro- 1.1.1.-1.3.1.

gram supervision once YRS is Ongoing and with Director of Project

hired. I weekly contact
with YRS

1.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. During
first month of project

1.1.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. During

foruth week

1.1.1.-1.2.1.-2.1. During

the fourth week.

1.1.1.-1.3.1.-1.
1.1.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. Ongoing

1.1.1. 1.4. To provide support 1.1.1.-1.4.1.

to CESA 10 administrator for

day-to-day supervision acti-

vities and for year-end

evaluation.

To prepare form
for evaluation
and collect data
for evaluation.

1.1.1.-1.4.1.-1.
Director of Project

1. ...1.- i.4.1. -1.J. Ongoing
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
0.4hat)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 1.1. (Continued) To assist CESA 10 (which would act as the school administrative district
for the youth reentry specialist) in hiring a Division of Corrections
acceptable candidate preferably a minority person.

OBJECTIVE: 1.1.1. (Continued) To actively involve both the CESA 10 administrator and the Lincoln
Hills Principal in the hiring/firing process for the YRS

STRATEGY (how) 1TACTICS (more specific how)

1.1.1.-2. To
obtain a list of
YRS acceptable
candidates from th
Lincoln Hills
Principal and DOC
central office.

1.1.1.-3.To review
and make adjust- ,at.. practices of both CESA I0 obtain and re-
merits for the per- and Wisconsin DOC. view copies of
sonnel policies ofl
both CESA 10 and
the Wisconsin DOC.

1.1.1.-2.1. To preview candi-
dates with Lincoln Hills and
DOC central office staff.

CRITERIA
(how 1

11) 1 RESOURCES
(who and/or

' TIMELINES (when)
which)

i

r-

1.1.2.-1.1.1. 11.1.1.-2.1.1.-1. 11.1.1.-2.1.1.-1.1. During
To the extent
a criteria for
fair treatment
is established
and followed.

1Prineipal Lincoln Hills1 the fourth week

i

1.1.1.-2.1.1.-2 DOC 11.1.1.-2.1.1.-2.1. During

1

Central Office the fourth week

1 I

1 1.1.1.-2.1.1.-3 Direc- 11.1.1.-2.1.1.-3.1. During

1

tor of project

1.1.1.-3.1. To review policies 1.1.1.-3.1.1. To
1 1.1.1.-3.1.1.-1. CESA

72

the fourth week

10 adminL trat'_-)r
i

1

statutes, regula-4 1.1.1.-3.1.1.-2. Lin
tions, and union coin Hills principal
contract proce-
dures for both 1.1.1.-3.1.1.-3. DOC
lagencies. central office

1.1.1.-3.2. To seek agreement 1.1.1.-3.2.1.
for contract terms between the Submit proposed

.school and DOC. contract to lega.
c_partment in
both agenc!es.

1.1.1.-3.1.1.-1.1. During

1.1.1.-3.1.1.-2.1. During
first two weeks

1.1.1.-3.1.1.-.1. During
first two weeks

. During

first two weeks

1.1.1.-3.1.1.-4 Direc- I 1.1.1.-3.1.1.-4.1
tor of this project I first two weeks

1.1.1.-3.2.1.-1 DOC 1 1.1.1.-3.2.1.-1.1. During
legal staff 1 second and third week

1.1.1.-3.2.1.-2 CESA 1 1.1.-3.2.1.-2.1. During
10 legal staff second and third week

1.1.1.-3.2.1.-3 Possi- 1.1.1.-3.2.1.-3.1. During
bly state attorney ofc. 4th to 6th week of project

7:1
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)
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OBJECTIVE: 1.1. To assist CESA10 (which would act as the school administrative districtfor the youth reentry secialist\ in niring a Division of Corrections
acceptable candidate--preferably a minority person.

PROGRAM

COMPONENT
(d more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 1.1.1. To actively recruit a minority person for the position of Youth Re-entry
Specialist.

STRATEGY (how (how (who and/orTACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA RESOURCESwell) which) TIMELINES (wnen)

1.1.2.-1.
By actively

pursuing min-
ority candidatey
for this posi-
tion.

'7 4

1.1.2.-1.1. Contact repre-
sentatives from the State
Offices of Public Instruction
and from the Division of

Corrections for YRS job
candidates.

1.1.2.-2.1. Advertise in
major Wisconsin and New
York metropolitan news-
papers, including Milwaukee,
Madison and New York Times.

1.1.2.-3.1. Specify
preference will be given to

minority candidate in job
announcement.

1.1.2.-1.1.1.
To extent that
job announce-
ments are made
available for
all possible
interested
candidates.

1.1.2.-2.1.1.
Obtain adver-
tisement

clippings from
the various

newspapers.

1.1.2.-1.1.1.-1. 1.1.2.-1.'.1.-1.1.
Wisconsin Public Within the first month
Instruction key person- of the project.
net (primarily in
special education or
vocational education
offices).

1.1.2.-1.1.1.-2.
Division of

Correction- key
personnel.

1.1.2.-1.1.1.-2.1.
W"thin the first mcnt.r.

1 of the project.

1.1.2.-2.1.1.-1.
1 1.1.2.-2.1.1.-1.1.

IMajor Wisconsin news- tlithin the first week of
papers.

1 the project.

1.1.2.-2.1.1.-2.
New York Times.

1.1.2.-3.1.1. 1.1.2.-3.1.1.-1.
Each job

Project Director.
announcement
will highlight
the need for
minority candi-

,
( 1.2.-2.1.1.-2.1.

Within the first week.

1.1.2.-3.1.1.-1.1.
Within the first week.

1

'7 5
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 1.1. (Continued) To assist CESA 10 (which would act as the school administrative disrrict
OBJECTIVE for the youth reeentry specialist) in hiring a Division of CorrectIons
(what) acceptable candidate--preferably a minority person.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

1.1.2. (Continued) To actively recruit a minority person for the position of
Youth Reentry Specialist.

STRATEGY (how) 'TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA ,

we

(ho w

)

(who
RESOURCES

which)
and/or

1

TIMELINES (when)

1.1.2.-4.1. Advertise in 1.1.2.-4.1.1.
University of Wisconsin sys- Forward job
tea, and Howard University
system.

7U

announcements
to placement
offices; edu-
cation offices,
and human ser-
vice offices to
the selected
universities.

1.1.2.-4.1.1.-1. 1 1.1.2.-4.1.1.-1.1.
Project director. Within the first week:.

r..
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PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE:
2.1. To develop a working knowledge of .arious agency regulations and proceduro.

PROGFAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.1. To develop a working knowledge of Division of Co-rections (DOC)administrative regulations and of their special education procedures.

aIMMOMM11....

(how I (who and/or
STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) , CRITERIA 11 RESOURCES

which) TIMELINES (when)

2.1.1.-1. By 2.1.1.-1.1. Visit DOC re-
obtaining copies gional offices and request
of state statute , these materials.
regulations,
program guide-
lines, and pro-

gram application
procedures from
the DOC's

representatives.

21.1.-1.2. Contact the Sec-
retary of State's office for
specific titles of officially
filed agency regulations if
unknowL or unavailable at
reg4onal office.

2.1.1.-1.3. Request either
telephone directory for state
capital area (Madison, Wiscon-
sin) or request state direc-
tory of state agencies.

2.1.1.-1.4. Draft request
for specific set of regula-
tions to DOC representative.

2.1.1.-1.1.1.
Determine if a
complete set of
published infor-
mation has been
obtained for
WDOC.

2.1.1.-1.2.1.
Ascertain
whether request-
ed titles were
provided.

2.1.1.-1.3.1.
Ascertain
whether either
directory has
been received.

2.1.1.-1.4.1.
Note response
to requests.

2.1.1.-1.1.1.-1 Use 2.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. Within
available regional first three months.
offices determined
from either local di-
rect service pr..4iders
or from the state
agency directory or
Madison telephone
cirectory.

4

2.1.1.-1.2.1.-1. Wis- 2.1.1.-1.2.1.-:.:. Within
consin Secretary of first three months.
State's uffice.

2.1.1.-1.3.1.-1. From
either Wisconsin Gen-
eral Telephone Co. or
state office (possibly
General Services).

2.1.1.-1.4.1.-1.
Request information
from Director of Juven
ile Education, Bureau
of Program Resources.

2.1.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. Within
first three months.

2.1.1.-1.4.1.-1.1. Within
first three months.

7'
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulation,
OBJECTIVE and procedures.
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

.
OBJECTIVE: 2.1.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of Division of Corrections ,,DOC)

administrative regulations and of their special education
procedures.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) (how (who and/orCRITERIA RESOURCES (when)well) which)

2.1.1.-2. By

reading and

studying the ap-
propriate DOC
statutes, regu-
lations, guide-
lines, pro-
cedures.

Su

2.1.1.-2.1. Survey materials 2.1.1.-2.1.1.
to develop an outline or over- Have copies of
view of DOC authority to pro- DOC materials
vide services for EEN inmates. available as

references.

2.1.1.-2.2. Constantly re'er
to DOC policies and procedures
to determine acceptable re-
entry practices.

2.1.1.-2.1.2.

Keep DOC materi-
als current.

2.1.1.-2.1.1.-1. DOC
references.

2.1.1.-2.1.2.-1.Need
appropriate shelf
space.

2.1.1.-2.2.1. 2.1.1.-2.2.1.-L DOC
Prepare an out- references.
line of key
legal authority
references for
direct service
provision.

2.1.1.-2.2.2. B
able to discuss
intelligently
the im lication_
of these author
ties for current

program devel-
opment and fore

possible program
d'velopment.

2.1.1.-2.2.2.-1. With
DOC personnel and with
other direct service
providers.

2.1.1.-2.1.1.-1.1. Within
the second three-month
period.

2.1.1.-2.1.2.-1.1. Ongoing

beginning the four[}, month
of the project.

2.1.1.-2.2.1.-1.1. ithin
the second three-t7onth

period.

2.1.1.-2.2.2.-1.1. Ongoing

beginning the fourth month
of the project.
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

4ecific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations
and procedures.

M. 1M.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.1. (Continued) To develop n working ,,nowledge of Division of Corrections (DOC)
administrati.,e regulations and of their special education
procedures.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) (how , (who and/orCRITERIA RcSOURCES TIMELINES (when)well) which)

2.1.1.-2.2.3.
Likewise, be
able to discuss
intelligently
the unaddressed
direct service
issues, thereby
also beii mind-

i ful of t,.: legs_

constraints to
programming.

2.1.1.-2.3. Seek assistance 2.1.1.-2.3.1. Be
from the principal at the DOC able to resolve
institution (Lincoln Hills) ambiguous issues
and of the DOC representatives and/or refer un-
in clarifying these procedures.resolved issues

to director.

2.1.1.-2.4. Refer unresolved
or unclear issues to the
director of the project.

Discuss unre-
solved issues
and/or un-lear
issues during,

regular contact
periods with
director.

- II

2.1.1.-2.2.3.-1. With
DOC personnel and with
other direct service
providers.

2.1.1.-2.2.3.-1.1. Ongoing
beginning the fourth month
of the project.

2.1.1.-2.3.1.-1. With
I 2.1.L.-2.3.1.-1.1. Ongoing

principal and/or dir- as needed.
ector of project.

2.1.1.-2.4.1.-1. Wita 2.1.1.-2.4.1.-1.1. During
director of project. biweekly conferences.

83
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

;pecific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations
and procedures.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of Division of Corrections (DOC)
administrative regulations and of their special education
procedures.

STRATEGY (how)

84

(how (who and/orTACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA RESOURCES
which) TIMELINES (whEn)

2.1.1.-2.4.2. 2.1.1.-2.4.2.-1. Sezre4- 2.1.1.-2.4.2.-1.1. Ongoin,
Highlight impor- tary. as needed.
tant issues

needing rclolu- 2.1.1.-2.4.2.-2.0ffice 2.1.1.-2.4.2.-2.1. Ongoini
Lion by drafting supplies and postage. as needed.
a statement of

concern and sug- 2.1.1.-2.4.2.-3. 2.1.1.-2.4.2.-3.1. Ongoing
gested resolu- Telephone communica- as needed.
tion (if known) tion.
in a memo to di-
rector and/or

call director of
project.

85
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. To develop a working knowledge of various
asency regulations and procedures.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.2. To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin Department of PublicInstruction Cooperative Educational Service Area (CESA) proceduresrelative to serving Exceptional Education Needs (EEN) students.

STRATEGY (how)
(howTACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
ell)

2.1.2.-1 By ob-
taining copies
of state statute
regulations,
program guide-
lines, and pro-
gram application
procedures from
the Wisconsin

Department of
Public Instruc-
tic (WDPI),
Division for
Handicapped
Children and
Pupil Services

representative.

RE

2.1.2.-2-1. Visit WPI regional4 2.1.2.-1.1.1.offices and request these 'Determine if a, materials.

2.1.2.-1.2. Contact the Sec-
retary of State's office for
specific titles of officiz ly
filed agency regulations if
unknown or unavailable at
regional office.

2.1.2.-1.3. Request either
telephone directory for state
capital area (Madison, Wiscon-
sin) or request state direc-
tory of state agencies.

2.1.2.-1.4. Draft request
for specific set of regula-
tions to DOC

representatives.

complete set of
published infor-
mation has beea
obtained for
WDPI.

2.1.2.-1.2.1.
Ascertain
whether request-
ed titles were
provided.

2.1.2.-1.3.1.
Ascertain
whether either
directory has
been received.

2.1.2.-1.4.1.
Note response
to requests.

RESOURCES (who and/or '

which) (when)

2.1.2.-1.1.1.-1. Use 2.1.2.-1.1.1.-1.1. Withinavailable regional first three months.offices determined
from either local di-
rect service providers:
or from the state
agency directory or
Madison telephone
directory.

2.1.2.-1.2.1.-1. Wis- 2.1.2.-I.2.'.-1.1. Withinconsin Secretar- of first three nonths.State's office.

2.1.2.-1.3.1.-1. From
2.1.2.-1.3.1.-1.1. I:ithineither Wisconsin Gen- firsr three months.eral Trlephone Co. or

state office (possibly
General Services).

2.1.2.-1.4.1 -1.
2.1.2.-1.4.1.-1.1. WithinRequest informatior
first three nonths.from Director of Juven

ile Education, Bureau
of Program Resources.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various a?:ency regulations andOBJECTIVE procedures.
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
wha.)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.2. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction CESA procedures relative to serving EEN
students.

(who and/orSTRATEGY (how) !TACTICS (more specific how) I CRITERIA
(how

. ' RESOURCES
which) ! TIMELINES (when)--

-1H - ___ _l________
wel I )

_L
2.1.2.-2. By i 2.1.2.-2.1. Survey materials 2.1.2.-2.1.1. 2.1.2 -2.1.1.-1. WDPI ;2.1.7.-2.1.1.-1.1. Withinreading and to develop an outline or over- Have copies of references. ithe second three-monthstudying the ap -i view of WDPI authority to pro- WDPI materials

(period.priate WDPI vide services for EEN inmates. available as
istatutes, regula4

references.
1tions, guideline4,
4

1procedures. i

2.1.2.-2.1.2. 2.1.2.-2.1.2.-1. Need 12.1.2.-2.1.2.-1.1. Ongoing1 ilteep WDPI mated+ appropriate shelf /beginning the fourth month1 als current. 1 space. lof the project.
1

2.1.2.-2.2. Constantly refer 2.1.2.-2.2.1. 1 2.1.2.-2.2.1.-1. WDPI 2.1.2.-2.2.1.-1.1. Within

1

to WUI policies and proce-
dures to determine acceptable
reentry practices.

88

Prepare an out-
line of key le-

i gal authority

references for
direct service
provision.

2.1.2.-2.2.2. Be
able to discuss

intelligently
the implications
of these author-
ities for cur-
rent program de-
velopmert and
for possible

program

development.

references. the second three-mont'n
period.

2.1.2.-2.2.2.-1. With
CESA personnel and
with other direct ser-
vice providers.

2.1.2.-2.2.2.-1.1. Ongoing
beginning the fourth month
of the project.

Sf;
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE. 2.1. (Continua) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations and
OBJECTIVE procedures
(what)

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1.2. (Continu:.1) To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin Department of
COMPONENT Public Instruction CESA procedures relnrive to serving EEN
(a more students.
specific
what)

STRATEGY (how) !TACTICS (more specific how)

411.41111.111

(how
' RESOURCES (who and/or

TIMELINES (when)CRITERIA
well) [ which)

2.1.2.-2.2.3. 2.1.2.-2.2.3.-1. With :2.1.2.-2.2.3.-1.1. Ongoine
Likewise, be WDPI personnel and :beginning the fourcn month
able to discuss with other direct ser- of the project.
intelligently vice providers.
the unaddressed
direct service
issues thereby
also being mindl
ful of the legal
constraints to
programming.

2.1.2.-2.3. Seek assistance 2.1.2.-2.3.1.Be 21.2.-2.3.1.-1. with 2.1.2.-2.3.1.-1.1. CnAoingfrom the CESA coordinator. able to resolve coordinator and/or as needed.
CESA Director of Special Educa4 ambiguous issue director of project.
tion, or their school counselo and/or refer uni
designee in clarifying these resolved issues
procedures. to director.

2.1.2.-2.4. Refer unresolved
or unclear issues to the
director of the project.

2.1.2.-2.4.1.
1 2.1.2.-2.4.1.-1. With 12.1.2.-2.4.1.-1.1. Durirg

Discuss unre- 1 director of project. 1biueekly conferences.
solved issues
andior unclear
issues during
regular contact
periods with
director.



- Ili MI MO NIB =I MI
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations anJ
OBJECTIVE procedures.
(what)

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1.2. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin Department
COMPONENT of Public Ins:ruction CESA procedures relative to serving
(a more EEN students.
specific
what).a..

1

STRATEGY (how) !TACTICS (more specific how)

92

CRITERIA
(

' RESOURCrS
(who and/or

'

TIMELINES (when)
ow

wehll) which)

2.1.2.-2.4.2. j 2.1.2.-2.4.2.-1.Secre-12.1.2.-2.4.2.-1.1. Ongoing
Highlight imporn Cary. las needed.
tant issues
needing. resolu- 2.1.2.-2.4.2.-2.0fficel2.1.2.-2.4.2.-2.1. Ongoing
tion by drafting supplies and postage. as needed.
a statement of
concern and sug-i 2.1.2.-' 4.2.-3. 12.1.2.- 2.4.2. -3.i. Ongoing
gested resolu- ; Telephone as needed.
tion (if known)i communi'tation.
in a memo to di-
rector and/or 1

call director oil
project.

1



NM OM

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 ,

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations and procedures.

OBJECTIVE:
2.1.3. To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin C4artment of Public

Instruction CESA procedures relative to serving the vocational need:
of students.

STRATEGY (how) 'TACTICS (more specific how)

21.3.-1. By 2.1.3.-1.1. Visit WDPI re-
obtaining copies! gional offices and request
of state statuteq,these materials.
regulations,
program guide-
lines, and pro-
gram applicationL
procedures from
the Wisconsin

Department of
Public Instruc-
tion, Division
for Instruction-
al Services,
Bureau for
Vocational
Education repre-
sentative.

2.1.3.-1.2.Contact the Sec-
retary of State's office for
specific titles of officially
filed agency regulations if
unknown or unavailable at
regional office.

2.1.3.-1.3. Request either
telephone directory for state
capital area (Madison, Wiscon

CRITERIA (h11
(who and/or

I TIMELINES (when)
well) which)

2.1.3.-1.1.1. i 2.1.3.-1.1.1.-1. Use 12.1.3.-1.1.1.-1.1. Wichin
Determine if a available regional first three months.
complete set of offices determined 1

published infor-4 from either local di-
nation has been 1 rect se mice providers!
obtained for I or from the state i

WDPI. i agency directory or
1

i

1 Madison telephone
1 directory.
i

i

2.1.3.-1.2.1. ! 2.1.3.-1.2.1.-1. ' .1.3.-1.2.1.-1.1. Within
Ascertain 1 consin Secretary of (first three months.
whether request-4 State's office.
ed titles were I i

1

provided. i i

1 1

1

2.1.3.-1.3.1. 2.1.3.-1.3.1.-1 From 12.1.3.-1.3.1.-1.1. Within
Ascertain either Wisconsin Gen- first three months.
whether either i eral Telephone Co. or 1

sin) or request state direc- directory has i state office (possibly:
tory of state agencies. been received General Services).

2.1.3.-1.4 Draft request 2.1.3.-1.4.1.
for specific set of regula- Ascertain re-
tions to WDPI representative. sponse to

i requests.

2.1.3.-1.4.1.--). 12.1.1.-1.4.1.-1.t. Within
I Request information 'first three months.

from WDPI- Bureau for

Vocational Education

94 95
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulationsOBJECTIVE
(what)

.11. WO.. am. 01.. ON. ..... am Om

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

and procedures.

OW .11..aIIM,

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.3. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction CESA procedures

relative to serving the vocational needsof students.

1

(howSTRATEGY (how) :TACTICS (more specific how) (who and/or ICRITERIA well) : RESOURCES TIMELINES (when)

2.1.3.-2. By 1 2.1.3.-2.1. Survey materials 2.1.3.-2.1.1. ' 2.1.3.-2.1.1.-1. WDPI 2.1.3.-2.1.1.-1.1. Wichinreading and to develop an outline or over- Have copies of referencesstudying the ap- view of WDPI authority to pro- WDPI/Voc. Educ.
period.
the second three-month

propriate WDPI vide vocational education
statutes, regu- within CESA services.
lations, guide-
lines, procedured
relative to ser-
ving the voca-

tional education
needs of student .

2.1.3.-2.2. Constantly refer
to WDPI policies and proce-
dures to determine acceptable
reentry practices.

9 G

materials avail-
able as refer-
ences.

2.1.3.-2.1.2. 2.1.3.-2.1.2.-1. Need 2.1.3.-2.1.2.-1.1. OngoingKeep WDPI/Voc. appropriate shelf beginning the fourth monthEduc. materials space. of the project.
current.

2.1.3.-2.2.1. 2.1.3.-2.2.1.-1. WDPI 2.1.3.-2.2.1.-1.1. WithirPrepare an out- references the second three-month
line of key

period.
legal authority
references for
direct service
provision.

2.1.3.-2.2.2. Be 2.1.3.-2.2.2.-1. With
able to discuss CESA personnel and
intelligently with other direct
the implications, service providers.
of these authorif
ties for current:

program devel-
opment and for

possible program!,

development.

2.1.3.-2.2.2.-1.1. Ongoing
beginning the fourth month
of the project.

9 'I
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations
OBJECTIVE and procedures.
(what)

.11.1.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.3. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction CESA procedures relative to serving the vocational needs
of students.

-11.-

j

!
:IT) RESOURCES TI

4

which) TIMELINES (when)

L -
i

(who and/or !STRATEGY (how) ;TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA

12.1.3.-2.2.3. 2.1.3.-2.2.3.-1. With .2.1.3.-2.2.3.-1.1. Ongoing
t ;Likewise, be CESA personnel and ;beginning the fourth month

!able to discuss with other direct 'of the project.
1

$

i

!intelligently service providers.
i the unaddressed
1

1

idirect service
$ issues, thereby
I also being mind-

! 1 ful of the legal

i

4
constraints to

!programming.

2.1.3.-2.3. Seek assistance 12.1.3.-2.3.1. Be 2.1.3.-2.3.1.-1. With !2.1.3.-2.3.1.-1.1. Ongoingfrom the CESA coordinator or !able to resolve CESA coordinator and/ las needed.
coordinator designee. I ambiguous issues or director of project

J and/or refer un-
resolved issues

1 to director.
1

2.1.3.-2.4. Refer unresolved 12.1.3.-2.4.1. 2.1.3.-2.4.1.-1. With 2.1.3.-2.4.1.-1.1. Duringor unclear issues to the
i

1
Discuss unre- director of project. biweekly conferences.

director of the project. I solved issues

land/or unclear
issues during

1 regular contact

iperiods with
director.

4

98 9S
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PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM

COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. To develop a working knowledge of various
agency regulations and procedures.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.4. To develop a working knowledge of the local
vocational rehabilitation neecsfor serving EEN students or for serving EEN students in vocational rehabili-tation programs.

41
(how

(who and/or111.
STRATEGY (how) 'TACTICS

(more specific how)

-
CRITERIA well) RESOURCES

eih!ch) (when)

2.1.4.-1. By I 2.1.4.-1.1. Visit WDVR re- 2.1.4.-1.1.1.
1.4.-1.1.1.-1. Use 2.1.4.-1.1.1.-1.i. Within

Mm.....
obtaining copies! gional offices and requestof state statutel, these materials.
regulations,
program guide-
lines, and pro-
gram application
procedures from
the Wisconsin
Department of
Vocational Reha-
bilitation (WDVR

representatives.

lOu

2.1.4.-1.2. Contact the Sec-
retary of State's office for
specific titles of officially
filed agency regulations if
unknown or unavailable at
regional office.

Determine if a 1 available regional first three months.complete set of 1 offices determined
published infor-1 from either local di-
nation has been 1 rect service providers
obtained for i or from the state
WDVR.

agency directory or
Madison telephone
directory.

2.1.4.-1.2.1. I 2.1.4.-1.2.1.-1. Wis-
Ascertain consin Secretari of
whether request Sate's office.
ed titles were
provided.

2.1.4.-1.3. Request either 2.1.4.-1.3.1.
telephone directory for state Ascertain
capital area (Madison, Wiucon whether eithersin) or request state direc- directory hastory of state agencies.

been received.

2.1.4.-1.4. Draft request 2.1.4. -1.r .l.
for specific set of regula-

Ascertain re-tions to WDVR representative. sponse to re-
quests.

2.1.4.-1.2.1.-1.1. Wirhin
first three months.

12.1.4.-1.3.1.-1. From 2.1.4.-1.3.1.-1.1. Withineither Wisconsin Gen- first three months.eral Telephone Co. or
state office (possibly
General Services).

2.1.4.-1.4.1.-1.,
2.1.4.-1.4.1.-1.1. WithinRequest information 'first three months.from WDVR, Madison,

Wisconsin.
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency 1.gulacions
and procedures.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.4. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the local vocational rehabilitation
needs for serving UN students or for serving EEN students in
vocational education programs.

4111,

1STRATEGY (how) :TACTICS (more specific how) ! CRITERIA
(how

' RESOURCES (who and/or
1 TIMELINES (when)well)

2.1.4.-2 By

reading and
studying the ap-
propriate WDVR
statutes, regu-
lations, guide-
lines, pro-

6..10
which)

L
; i

2.1.4.-2.1.1.-1. WDVR '2.1.4.-2.1.1.-1.1. Within
2.1.4.-2.1. Survey materials 2.1.4.-2.1.1.
to develop an outline or over -, Have copies of references the second three-monthview of WDVR authority to pro- WDVR materials

!period.vide services. available as ,

4 references.

2.1.4. 2.1.4.-2.1.2.-1. Need 12.1,4.-2.1.2.-1.1. Orcedures. Deep WDVR crater- appropriate shelf !beginning the fo

102

ials current. space. of the pro'

2.1.4.-2.2. Constantly refer 2.1.4.-2.2.1. 2.1.4.-2.2.1.-1. WDVR 12
to WDVR policies and proce- Prepare an out- references.
dures to determine acceptable line of key
reentry practices. 1 legal authority

references for
direct service
provision.

2.1.4. -

ab
2.2.2.Be

e to discuss
( intelligently
I the implications

( of these autIori-
! ties for current
program devel-

lopment and for
possible progra
development.

4

1

1

2.1.4.-2.2.2.-1. With ;3.1.4.-2.2.2.-1.1. Ongoing
WDVR personnel and 'beginning the fourth month
with other direct Lot .le project.
service providers.

C:.

going

urth month

.4.-2.2.1.-1.1. Within
the second three-month
period.
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations
and procedures.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.4. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the local vocational rehabilitation
needs for serving EEN students or for serving EEN students in
vocational education programs.

1

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how)0. -

11 4

(how
CRITERIA

%ell)

2.1.4.-2.2.3.
Likewise, be
able to discuss
intelligently
the unaddressed
direct service
issues, thereby
also being mind-
ful of the legal
constraints to
programming.

RESOURCES (who and/or I

which)
TIMELINES (when)

2.1.4.-2.2.3.-1. With 2.1.4.-2.2.3.-1.1. Ongoing
WDVR personnel and beginning the fourth conch
with other direct of the project.
service providers.

I2.1.4.-2.3. Seek assistance 2.1.4.-2.3.1.Be 2.1.4.-2.3.1.-1. With 2.1.4.- 2.3.1.- 1.1. Ongoing
from the CESA coordinator or able to resolve coordinator and/or as needed.
coordinator designee. ambiguous issues director of project.

and/or refer un-
resolved issues
to director.

2.1.4.-2.4. Refer unresolved
or unclear issues to the
director of the project.

2.1.4.-2.4.1.
Discuss unre-
solved issues
and/or unclear
issues during
regular contact
periods with
director.

2.1.4.-2.4.1.-1. With 2.1.4.-2.4.1.-1.1. During
director of project. biweekly conferences.

105
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations and procedures.OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

eV.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.5. To develop a working knowledge of the locally administered Governor's Employment
and Training Office (GETO) procedures especially as these procedures relate toCESA programs.

i

(hllow

) '

(wwhich) orho and/ I .STRATEGY (how) !TACTICS (more specific how) I CRITERIA RESOURCES I T1McLINES (when)

L-
I2.1.5.-1. By 7r 2.1.5.-1.1. Visit GETO re- 2.1.5.-1.1.1. 2.1.5.-1.1.1.-1. Use 12.1.5.-1.1.1.-1.1. Withinobtaining copies gional offices and request Determine if a available regional lfirst three months.of state statute , these materials. Also, re- complete set of offices determinedregulations, quest copies of the JOB TRAIN published infor- from either local di-program guide- INC AND PARTNERSHIP ACT (JTPA)0mation has been rect service providerslines, and pro-

'obtained for or from the stategram application CETO. agency directory orprocedures from
Madison telephonethe Governor's
directory.Employment and

Training Office 2.1.5.-1.2. Contact the Sec- 2.1.5.-1.2.1. 2.1.5.-1.2.1.-1. Wis- 2.1.5.-1.2.1.-1.1. Within(GETO) and by

obtaining copies
of the Job Train-
km and Partner-
ship Act (JTPA).

106

retary of State's office for Ascertain
specific titles of offically whether request-
filed agency regulations if ed titles were
unknown or unavailable at provided.
regional office.

2.1.5.-1.3. Request either
telephone director for state
capital area (Madison, Wiscon-
sin) or request state direc-
tory of state agencies.

2.1.5.-1.4. Draft request
for specific set of regula-
tions to GETO representative.

2.1.5.-1.3.1.
Ascertain
whether either
directory has
been received.

2.1.5.-1.4.1.
Ascertain type
of response to
requests.

consin Secretary of first three months.
State's office.

2.1.5.-1.3.1.-1. From 2.1.5.-1.3.1.-1.1. Within
either Wisconsin Gen- first three months.
eral Telephone Co. or
state office (possibly
General Services).

2.1.5.-1.4.1.-1.
2.1.5.-1.4.1.-1.1. Within

Request information first three months.
from CETO central of-
lice representative
located in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

1

11)7
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of varioJs agency regulations

OBJECTIVE and procedures.

(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

what) .
01.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.5. (Continued). To develop a working knowledge of t:,e locally administered Coernor's
Employment and Training Office (GETO) procedures especially as these
procedures relate to CESA programs.

(how

1 which)

1 (who and/or 1

STRATEGY (how) !TACTICS (more specific how) 1 CRITER!A RESOURCES f/MELINES (when)
ell)

21.5.-2. By --r 2.1.5.-2.1. Survey materials171.5.-2.1.1. GETO Within

reading and
I

' to develop an outline or over- Have copies of and JTPA references. the second three-month

Gcudying the ap-1 view of GETO authority to pro- GE10 and JTPA period.

propriate CETO i vide services for EEN former materials avail-1

statutes, regu- inmates.

lations, guide- !

1lines, pro-
cedures..

103

.11....

2.1.5.-2.2. Constantly refer
to CETO and JTPA policies and
procedures to determine ac-
ceptable reentry practices.

able as
references. 1

4

2.1.5.-2.1.2. 2.1.5.-2.1.2.-1. Need 2.1.5.-2.1.2.-1.1. Ongoing
Keep CETO and appropriate shelf beginning the fourth mont:,

JTPA materials space. of the project.
current.

2.1.5.-2.2.1.
Prepare an out-
line of key
legal author..:y

references for
direct service
provision.

2.1.5.-2.2.1.-1. CETO 2.1.5.-2.2.1.-1.1. Within
and JTPA references. the second three-month

period.

'2.1.5.-2.2.2.Be 2.1.5.-2.2.2.-1. With 2.1.5.-2.2.2.-1.1. Ongoing
able to discuss GFTO per nel and beginning the fourth month
intelligently with other direct of the project.
the implications service providers.
of these author-
ities for cur-
rent program
development and
for possible
program
They's 4*.rp..00,.
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.1. (Continued) To develop a working knowledge of various agency regulations

and procedures.

OBJECTIVE: 2.1.5. ( Continued) To develop a working knowledge of the locally administered Governor's

Employment and Training Office (GETO) procedures especially as these

procedures relate to CESA programs.

40.

STRATEGY (how) !TACTICS (more specific how) j CRITERIA
(how

, RESOURCES
(who and/or TIMELINES (when)
which)

_ 41

1 1_ 0

2.1.5.-2.3. Seek assistance
from the CESA coordinator or
coordinator designee in clari-
fying these pi edures.

21.5.-2.4. Refer unresolved
or unclear issues to the

director of the project.

2.1.5:-2.2.3. 2.1.5.-2.2.3.-1. With 12.1.5.-2.2.3.-1.1. Ongoing

Likewise, be GETO personnel and beginning the fourth month

able to discuss with other direct lof the project.

intelligently service providers.

the unaddressed
direct service
issues, thereby
also being mind-
ful of the legal
constraints to
programming.

2.1.5.-2.3.1. Be
able to resolve
ambiguous issues
and/or refer un-
resolved issues
to director.

1

2.1.5.-2.3.1.-1. With 12.1.5.-2.3.1.-1.1. Ongoing
CESA coordinator/disig+ as needed.
nee and/or director ofi
project.

2.1.5.-2.4.1. 2.1.5.-2.4.1.-1. With 2.1.5.-2.4.1.-1.1. During

Discuss unre- director of project. biweekly conferences.

solved issues
and/or unclear
issues during
regular contact
periods with
director.

1Li
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.2 To develop and maintain ability to consult effectiv ..sly abour model specialeducation and vocational programming needs of EEN former inmates to the
various agency service providers.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.2.1. To develop a positive working
relationship with DOC staff, the CESA

coordinator and the CESA director of special education.

STRATEGY (how) (how andTACTICS (more specific ',low) 1 CRITERIA RESOURCES
(who

which)
/or

1 TIMELINES (whenlveil)
I

2.2.1.-1. To de- 2.2.1.-1.1. Meet with DOC ad- 2.2.1.-1.1.1. 2.2.1.-1.1.1.-1. Per- !2.2.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. During
sonnel at the DOC Lin-!the first three months.
coin Hills Lstitution!

2.2.1.-1.2.1.-1. Week- 2.2.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. As
ly intinerary. !needed

velop a positive ministrators and staff.
working relationi
ship with DOC
and DOC staff.

i1.2.1.-1.2. Participate (as
I invited) in DOC inservice

programs.

2.2.1.-1.3. Review proposed
reentry procedures with DOC
adminiscratcrs and staff.

112

Recognize these
people by name

and appropriate
title.

2.2.1.-1.2.1.
Adjust weekly
schedule to al-
low for work-

shop experience.

2.2.1.-1.3.1.
Submit proposed
reentry strate-
gies to key in-
teragency deci-
sion makers:

principal of Lin
coin Hills, DOC
central office,
CESA coordinator
director of pro-
ject, and re-
entry workers.

2.2.1.-1.3.1.-1. Make 2.2.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. During
copies of proposed re- the first six months.
entry procedures for
key personnel.

2.2.1.-1.3.1.-2. Key
personnel are princi-
pal of Lincoln Hills,
DOC central office,
CESA coordinator, Dir-
ector of project, and
reentry workers.

113
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.2. (Continued) To develop and maintain ability to consult effectively aboutOBJECTIVE model special education and vocational programming needs of(what)
EEN former inmates to the various agency service providers.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.2.1. (Continued) To develop a positive
working relationship with DOC staff,

the CESA coordinator and the CESA director of special
education.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more sp ific how) (how (who and/orCRITERIA RESOURCES TIMELINES (when)well) which)

114

2.2.1.-2.4. Adjust proposed
reentry procedures based on
CESA recommendations of the
policy(steering) committee.

Principal of Lin 2.2.1.-2.3.1.-2. Key
coin Hills, DOC personnel are princi-
central office, pal of Lincoln Hills,
CESA coordinators DOC central office,
director of pro- CESA coordinator, dir-
ject, and re- I ector of project, and
entry workers. reentry workers.

12.2.1.-2.4.1.
iTo satisfaction
of principal of
Lincoln Hills,
DOC central of-
fice, CESA coor-
dinator, directo
of project, and
reentry workers.

2.2.1.-2.4.1.-1. Use ,2.2.1.-2.4.1.-1.1. Within
written metros to con- 'ten working days of a
firm key decision procedures meeting.
makers' understandings
of procedures.

115
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.2. (Continued) To develop and maintain ability to consult effectively about
model special education and vocational programming needs of
EEN former inmates to the various agency service providers.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE:
2.2.1. (Continued) To develop a positive working relationship with DOC staff.

Directors of Special Education (DSE) and the CESA Regional
Network (RSN) Coordinator.

1

STRATEGY (how) 'TACTICS (more specific how)

F

2.2.1.-2. To de
velop a positiv

working rela-
tionship with
CESA administra
rors and staff.

116

(how I (who and/or 1CRITERIA ' RESOURCES TIMELINES (when)well) which)
==.111.

2.2.1.-1.4 Adjust proposed re- 2.2.1.-1.4.1. To 2.2.1.-1.4.1.-1. Use 4 .2.1.-1.4.1.-1.1. Withinentry procedures based on DOC satisfaction of written memos to con- ten working days of arecommendations. principal of Lint firm key decision procedures meeting.
coin Hills, DOC ' makers' understandings
central office, 1 of procedures.

2.2.1.-2.1. Meet with CESA RSN
coordinator and selected staff

2.2.1.-2.2. Participate (as
invited) in CESA inservice
programs.

2.2.1.-2.3. Review proposed
reentry procedures with
DSE coordinator and/or designer

CESA coordinator'
director of prof
ect, and reent:y
workers.

2.2.1.-2.1.1.
Recognize these
people by name
and appropriate
title.

Adjust weekly
schedule to al-
low for work-
shop experience.

2.2.1.-2.3.1.
Submit proposed
reentry strate-
gies to key in-
teragency deci-
sion makers;

2.2.1.-2.1.1.-1. Per- 2,2.1.-2.1.1.-1.1. During
sonnel at the CESA ad- the first three months.
ministrative office.

2.2.1.-2.2.1.-1. Week-
ly itinerary.

2.2.1.-2.3.1.-1. Make
copies of proposed re-
entry procedures for
key personnel.

2.2.1.-2.2.1.-1.1. As
needed.

2.2.1.-2.3.1.-1.1. During
the first three months.

117
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PROGRAM ()MUM: 2.3. To develop and maintain an ability to recommend program or service applicaclon
OBJECTIVE procedures, time lines, and categorical funding sources for each of the agenc
(what) direct service providers...., 111111.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:

COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how)

2.3.1.-1. To colt 2.3.1.-1.1. Identify all pos-

f

lect, organize, ' sible agency direct service
and maintain dat providers that require infor-
on funding that oration.

will be of as- '

sistance or 2.3.1.-1.2. Contact WDPI

impact on directs system for all information
service pro- that pertains to relevant
viders. categorical funding.

1 3

. ao. .....

(how 1 (who and/orCRITERIA
well)

' RESOURCES
which;

TIMELINES (when)

12.3.1.-1.1.1.

L

Mail contact es-
2.3.1.-1.1.1.-1. p.3.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. Within

Various agencies. first nine months.
tablished with

agency directors,

2.3.1.-1.2.1. 2,3.1.-1.2.1.-1. 2.3.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. Within
Note response foil Madison office. first three months.
data. 1

1

2.3.1.-1.3. Collect and file 2.3.1.-1.3.1. 2.3.1.-1.3.1.-1. Secre-p.3.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. Ongoing
information from WDPI. Prepare outline tary. pfter first three months.

of proceaures as
they pertain to
funding require-
ments.

2.3.1.-1.4. Contact Department 2.3.1.-1.4.1.
of Vocational Rehabilitation Prepare outline
for all data pertinent to of procedures as
agency director's needs. they pertain to

funding require-
ments.

2.3.1.-1.4.1.-1. Officep.3.1.-1.4.1.-1.1. Ongoing
supply and postage. first three months.

119
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.3. (Continued) To develop and maintain an ability to recommend program or service
OBJECTIVE appli-ation procedures, time lines, and categorical funding sources
(what) for each of the agency direct service providers.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:

' COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

I ow ho a
STRATEGY (how) 'TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA we(hll)

1 (w
RESOURCES whic)

nd/or
TIMELINES (when)

___.
h

2.3.1.-1.5. Request informa- 2.3.1.-1.5.1. 12.3.1.-1.5.1.-1. Secre-12.3.1.-1.5.1.-1.1. Ongcing
tion on GETO program funding Prepare outline tary, office supply, after first three months.
policy and procedures. of procedures as and postage. 1

they ,Jertain to

funding require- 1

ments.

2.3.1.-1.6. Consolidate mater- 12.3.1.-1.6.1. 2.3.1.-1.6.1.-1. Secre-I2.3.1.-1.6.1.-1.1. Ongoing
ials into work packages and 'highlight impor- tary, office supply, !after first three months.
make available for agency it issues by and postage. 1

director. drafting materi- i

als that will i

better explain
i

the procedures.

2.3.1.-2. 2.3.1.-2.1. Seek funding level 2.3.1...2.1.1. 2.3.1.-2.1.1.-1.

Determine pro- information from the various Be able to discus Regional offices.

rated levels regional representatives. funding and pro-

at which ration concerns

categories intelligently

have been with direct

funded by the service provider

Wisconsin administrators.

legislature.

4.1'7 1J

'2.3.1.-2.1.1.-1.1 Ongcing.

4

1
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.5. To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN inmates from
OBJECTIVE the Institution, through alternate schools, to special education programs.
(what)

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.5.1. To provide the agent with technical assistance regarding the YRS progress.
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

STRATEGY (how)

=1.111. 11

1TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(how I

' RESOURCES (who and/or
TIMELINES (when)well) which)

---"-

2.5.1.-1. Estab- 2.5.1.-1.1. Contact local pa- 2.5.1.-1.1.1. 2.5.1.-1.1.1.-1. Use 2.5.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. Withinlish activities role agents and explore reentryDetermine list of available regional of- the first month.
to support parot program objectives and procen-
agents. urea.

122

2.5.1.-1.2. Define areas of
responsibility and working
arrangements.

local parole fice or WDOC directory.!
gents ad' given

by WDOC.

2.5.1.-1.2.1. 2.5.1.-1.2.1.-1. Tele- 2.5.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. Within
et with and phone, travel. the first two mons.

list job duties
for specialist.

2.5.1.-1.3. Develoi and imple- 2.5.1.-1.3.1. 2.5.1.-1.3.1.-1. Office12.5.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. Within
ment communication plans be- Draw up formal supply, secretary. Iche first three mnrahs.
tween specialist and parole icommunication travel.
agents. flow chart be-

tween agents and
specialist.

2.5.1.-1.4. Establish a sched- 2.5.1.-1.4.1. 2.5.1.-1.4.1.-1. Pro- 2.5.1.-1.4.1.-1.1. Within
ule of meeting times between. Chart a schedule gram staff with local the fir5r three months andspecialist and parole agents. of meeting times parole agents. ongoing.

between special-
ist and agents.

123
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PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE:

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

2.5. To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN inmates from
the institution, through alternate schools, to special education croc,,rams.

ayll 11111.

OBJECTIVE: 2.5.2. To meet with the assigned parole agent so as to determine the transition
procedures for enrolling an EEN inmate into the parole-administered
alternative school and afterwards for entering the CESA--vocational
education/vocation rehabilitation/GETO.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how)

ANN.1..11,

2.5.2.-1. By

developing
reentry proce-
dures consistent
with parole
agent expecta-
tions of school
performances.

124

(how
CRITERIA

well) RESOURCES (who and/or
which)

2.5.2.-1.1. Contact WDOC and 2.5.2.-1.1.1.
request administrative regula- To the extent
Lions and pertinent data re- regulations are
garding procedures for reentry made available.

2.5.2.-1.2. Meet with parole
agents and develop list of
their expectations for the
local school district's per-
formance with EEN inmates.

2.5.2.-1.2.1.
To the extent
these can be
articulated by
parole agents.

- TIMELINES (when)

2.5.2.-1.1.1.-1. State
Department of WDOC and
other possible sources

2.5.2 -1.2.1.-1. Local
agents and/or their
supervisors.

2.5.2.-1.1.1.-1.1. Within
first two months.

2.5.2.-1.2.1.-1.1. Within
first three months and cher
as needed.

11'
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

11=

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.5. To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN inmates from the
institution, through alternate schools, to special education programs.

OBJECTIVE:2.5.3. To assist the parole agent and parents in relating to the public school.

igiutupoow)uums(olorespecifichmOlutusuIRESOURCES
which) i

(who and/or
1 TIMELINES (when)

2.5.3.-1 Obtain
information per-
taining to the
local public
school concern- 4
ing enrollment,
school policy,
and regulations
pertaining to
EEN students.

-I'

Co2.5.3,-1.1. Survey area public 2.5.3.- 1.1.1. 2.5.3.-1.1.1.-1.
s.- 12.5.3.-1.1.1.-1.1. Within

schools with emphasis on de- 'Prepare and have! suit with CESA 06 the first three months.
termining the most positive copies of regula1 coordinator. 1

format for enrolling the EEN latices pertain -;
!

Istudent via CESA structure. 'ing to local I

'public school. I

2.5.3.-1.1.1.-2. Con- 12.5.3.-1.1.1.-2.1. Within
suit with CESA #6 coor-; the first three months.
dinator.

2.5.3.-2. Inservice 2.5.3.-2. Meet with both state 2.5.3.-2.1-1.
agents on EEN and county agents, individually To extent agents
procedures and and in groups.
contact persons for
each district.

2.5.3.-1.1.1.-3 Office

supply and travel.

2.5.3.-2.1.1.-1 2.5.3.-2.1.1.-1.1
Phone , through 2.5.3.-2.1.1.-3.1.

Ongoing.state they under-
stand school EEN 2.5.3.-2.1.1.-2.
procedures Secretary
either verbally
or via instru- 2.5.3.-2.1.1.-3
ments. Meeting facility
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.5. (Continued) To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN
inmates from the institution, through alternate schools, to
special education programs.

41.

OBJECTIVE: 2.5.3. (Continued', To assist the parole agent and parents in relating to the public
school.

411. 11. 0111.4110

(haw 14STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) I CRITERIA , RESOURCES (114;111/or
TIM

E
LINES (when)

L

123

4

2.5.3.-1.3. Determine and cos-12.5.3.-1.3.1.
municate school procedures to

parole agent which define how
a parole officer will:
a. enroll a child in school,
b. notify school when change

of placement occurs,
c. sign for testing to deter-

mine special or vocational
education,

d. sign for individualized
education plan,

e. appeal education plan,
f. attend school conferences,
g. handle problems at the

school,
h. respond to accidents,
i. sign report cards,

sign releases of school
ion,

1 field

1.

informat
k. approve two sch

trips (in state),
1. approve athletic requests,
m. attend to fiscal concern,
n. arrange special vocational

school/job training and
planning.

'Formalize policy

among
!school, WDOC, an
ICESA only if sewi
feral students ar
!expected to ente
la specific

school district.

2.5.3.-1.3.1.-1. DOC ! 2 .5.3.-1.3.1.-1.1. Within
legal counsel. 'the first three months

and ongoing after that.

2.5.3.-1.3.1.-2.
Possible WDPI legal
counsel.

1
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.5 To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN inmates from the
institution, through alternate schools, to special education programs.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

.

OBJECTIVE: 2.5.4. To develop EEN inmate profiles from the DOC's EEN teacher summary evaluation
report (in lieu of IEP and annual evaluations) and from school personnel
(teacher) verbal comments.

STRATEGY (how)

2.5.4.-1. By
communicating to
after-care agents
the EEN recommenda-
tions made to
Directors of
Special Education.

130

TACTICS (more specific how) 1 CRITERIA
(how
well)

[

(who and/or
RESOURCES

which)
TIMELINES (when)

2.5.4.-1.1. Review student's
EEN, school, and social service
files.

2.5.4.-1.1.1 To

extent both
educational and
non-educational
needs are
identified.

2.5.4.-1.1.1.-1 Access
to files.

2.5.4.-1.1.1.-1.1. As

students are added to
the program.

2.5.4.-1.2. Interview student 2.5.4.-1.2.2. Tc! 2.5.4.-1.2.1.-1. 2.5.4.-1.2.1.-1.1. When

in structured, open-ended extent necessary
fashion. information is

Secretarial services program begins.

obtained from 2.5.4.-1.2.1.-2. 2.5.4.-2.1.-2.1. When

structured
interview and
other meaningful
conversations.

Telephone to verify
data or track down
missing data.

program begins.

2.5.4.-1.2.1.-3.
Office space and
equipment.

2.5.4.-1.2.1.-3.1. When
program begins.

2.5.4.-1.3. Interview teacher(s1)2.5.4.1.3.1. 2.5.4.-1.3.1.-1. 2.5.4.-1.3.1.-1.1. Within

and other school personnel. Then other data Access to students. 2 weeks of student being

1,; inconclusive identified

2.5.4.-1.3.1.-2.
Office space (privacy) 2.5.4.-1.3.1.-2.1. Ongoing

2.5.4.-1.3.1.-3.Access
to school staff.

2.5.4.-1.3.1.-3.1. Ongoing

13 1.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.5. (continued) To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN inmates
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

from the institution, through alternate schools, to special education programs.

OBJECTIVE: 2.5.4. To develop EEN inmate profiles from the DOC's EEN teacher summary evaluation
(Cont.) report (in lieu of IEP and annual evaluations) and from school personnel

(teacher) verbal comments.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(how

RESOURCES
(who and/or

TIMELINES (when)
well) which)

2.5.4.-1.4..Write cover letter 2.5.4.-1.4.1. 2.5.4.-1.4.1.-1
of recommendation to Directors To extent infor- Secretary
of Special Education.

132

mation is
provided clearly

12.5.4.-1.4.1.-2. Office

2.5.4.-1.4.1.-3.
Jffice equipment
(typewriter, etc.)

2.5.4.-1.4.1.-1.1. As

soon as student placement
for student after-care
is decided.

2.5.4.-1.4.1.-2.1. Ongoing

2.5.4.-1.4.-3.1. Ongoing
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.5. To support parole agents in their efforts to transition EEN inmates from the
OBJECTIVE
(what)

institution, through alternate schools, to special education programs.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT

(a more
specqic
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.5.5. To monitor student progress in the educational setting through the parole
agent to assure that student is receiving special education services.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(how

RESOURCES
(who

.

and/or
TIMELINES (when)

wel1)

2.5.5.-1 By sending 2.5.5.-1.1. Mail the follow-up
out tie three-month and call on the phone.
follow-up question-
naire and by phone.

Li 4

2.5.5.-1.1.1. 2.5.5.-1.1.1.-1.
Send out follow- Secretary and office
up questionnaire equipment.
every three mont s
and call as
necessary.

1

2.5.5.-1.1.1-1.1.

1 3 5
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
OBJECTIVE
(what)

2.6. To assist Directors of Special Education (DSE) to adequately prepare special
education and vocational education/vocational rehabilitation/GETO programs forthe EEN former inmate.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.6.1. To outline pote.tial state agency categorial programs and funding sources
available to the local educational agency

STRATEGY (how) (ho; (who and/or
weli

TACTICS (more specific how) 1 CRITERIA
, ) which)

RESOURCES TIMELINES (when)

2.b.1. -1. Share
reports of meet-
ings conducted
with the various
state agency
administrators
responsible for

Vocational/ Ed.,
ocational/Rehab.t

JTPA and VTAE.

13G

2.6.1.-1.1. Share written
reports

2.6.1.-1.1.1. Agency
pdministratorr,
secretary.

2.6.1.-1.1.1-1.1.
Within the first 18 months.

137
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.6. To assist Directors of Special Education (DSE) to adequately prepare special
OBJECTIVE education and vocational education/vocational rehabilitation/GETO programs for
(what) the EEN former inmate.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

2.6.2. To ce,firm that student has been enrolled in special education programs
and that the student has been referred for special education/vocational
education/vocational rehabilitation/GETO programs.

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(how

well)
RESOURCES

(who and/or
which)

2.6.2.-1. 2.6.2.-1.1. Send three-month 2.6.2.-1.1.1.
Communicate with follow-up letter to after-care Letters to
the after-care agent. after-care
agent and also
the Director of
Special Ed.

2.6.2.-1.2. Send special
questionnaire to Director nf
Special Education regardiag
EEN services for student
referred.

133

TIMELINES (when)

2.6.2.-1.1.1.-1.1.
Secretary. Three months after student

is released.
agents are 2.6.2.-1.1.1.-2 Office
actually mailed.

2.6.2.-1.1.1.-3
Office equipment

12.6.2.-1.2.1. 2.6.2.-1.2.1.-1.
Same as above.

2.6.2.-1.2.1.-1.1.
No earlier than three months
after student is released
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 2.7 To obtain written agreements from Madison, Milwaukee and Green Bay special
education program providers who provide services to numerous EEN former
inmates.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE:

(how 1 I

STRATEGY (how) [TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA RESOURCES
w

(who

hich)
and/or

TIMELINES (when)

2.7.1.-1. To

obtain contracts
between Madison,
Milwaukee and
Green Bay and
Lincoln Hills
School regarding
reentry procedur4
for EEN students.

140

2.7.1. -1.1. To acquaint 2.7.1.-1.1.1. 2.7.1.-1.1.1.-1.
Madison, Milwaukee and Green To extent
Bay special education programs
with DOC and YRS Reentry
procedures.

2.7.1.-1.2. To inform DOC
of existing pi-.cedures and
conditions in each of the three
cities.

'Special Education
contract is Directors project staff
written for each and legal experts
of these cities. representing both DOC

and Directors of Specia
Education.

2.7.1.-1.1.1.-1.1
First 18 months.

14
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 2.8. To assist the project director in the development of a system for monitoring
OBJECTIVE
(what)

the status of students involved in the reentry process.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA RESOURCES
(how (who and/or

TIMELINES (when)
well) which)

2.8.1.-1. 2.8.1.-1.1. Have a written
Compose a montly essay report plus charts
report presented demonstrating significant data
to the YRS on EEN reentry procedures.
steering committee

2.8.1.-2.
Use logit
analysis set
forth in proposal

142

281-111-1
To extent report
are approved by
steering
cc lmittee.

2.8.1.-2.1.1.

To the extent
the logit
analysis uses
all the data.

1-

2.8.1.-1.1.1.-1. Aftet 2.8.1.-1.1.1.-1.1.
care agents, Directors Once a month after the
of Special Education,
Secretary.

first four months or as
directed by the steering
committee.

2.8.1.-2.1.1.-1. 2.8.1.-2.1.1.-1.1.
Research assistant,

4
End of project.

University of Wisconsit
Stuut computer.

143
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE

(what)

OBJECTIVE:

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE:

2.9. To monitor (once monitoring system is developed) the status of students
involved in the reentry process.

1

I

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITER
(how

IA I RESOURCES
(who and/or

TIMELINES (when)
well) which)

-1

2.9.1.-1. Become 2.9.1.-1.1. Read through each
familiarized with student's EEN file, the Social
individual and Service file and the school
collective student file.

background material,

2.9.1.-2. Share
information about
state statutes and
state regulations
regarding mandated
special education
procedures for
accessing public
education.

144

2.9.1.-1.2. Communicate with
Lincoln Hills School social
workers, teachers, and the
student's after-care worker,
and the student.

2.9.1.-2.1. Optionally meet
with, phone, or write to
persons needing to be consulted
with.

2.9.1.-1.1.1.
To the extent
that project
questionnaire
material begins
to be familiar.

2.9.1.-1.1.1.-1. 2.9.1.-1.1.1.-1.1.
Student's EEN file,
Social Service file,
school file.

Ongoing.

2.9.1.-1.2.1.To 2.9.1.-1.2.1.-2. 2.9.1.-1.2.1.-2.2.
extent informa- Lincoln Hills School Ongoing
tion is obtained' social workers, teacher.,

' after-care workers,
students.

2.9.1.-2.1.1. 2.9.1.-2.1.1.-1. 2.9.1.-2.1.1.-1.1. After
To extent 'Office space, secretary first six months and ongoing.
participants
express valuc
toward infor-
mation received.

14;;
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2.11. To develop a reporting procedure for key decision makers involved in the

reentry process including but not limited to the Wisconsin Division of
Correction's principal of the juvenile school at Lincoln Hills School, to the
coordinator at CESA 10, or to the director of this project.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

STRATEGY (how)

2.11.1. Send copy
of Lincoln Hills
SeLool IEP to
Director of Special
Education.

2.11.2. Send a
cover letter with
IEP which includes
the YRS' recommend
ation of the
student's needs

I

TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(ho)

11)
'

I (who and/or
RESOURCES

which)
TIMELINES (when)

2.11.2.-1. Be familiar with
student's EEN history via his/
her EEN file, teacher contacts,
and conversations with the
student, and his/her Social
Services file.

2.11.1.-1.1.
To extent it
was actually
mailed.

2.11.1.-1.1.1. Access
to M-Team records and
IEP, office and
secretarial help.

2.11.1.-1.1.1.-1.
From the beginning of the
project.

2.11.2-1.1. 2.11.2.-1.1.1. Student's 2.11.2.-1.1.1.-1.
To extent it wa EEN and school files, From the beginning
actually mailed] teacher, student, and

Social Se,-vices file
and secretary.

2.11.3. Send a 2.11.3.-1.1. 2.11.3.-1.1.1. Access 2.11.3.-1.1.1.-1.
copy of parole To extent it i to Social Service file, From the beginning.
board reviews from was mailed. secretary.
Social Services
file with IEP.

2.11.4. Send an
unofficial copy of
transcript with IEP

146

2.11.4.-1.1.
To extent it
was mailed.

2.11.4.-1.1.1.
Access to school
transcripts.

2.11.4.-1.1.1.-1.
From the beginning.

14
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 3.1. To provide an ongoing program supervision of the reentry specialist.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: -

COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

STRATEGY (how)

11.

TACTICS (more specific how) I CRITERIA
(how

'

1

RESOURCES
(who and/or 1

TIMELINES (when)
Weil} which)t

13.1.1.-1.1.1.-1. Key i 3.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. WithinProvide available 13.1 .1.-1.1.1.
1

To the extent , personnel (prindipal fiche first three weeks.

'that key person- i of Lincoln Hills, DOC
nel are satisfie4 central office, CESA
and to extent 1 coordinator, director 1

that each objec i of project, and rQentryl
tive is met. workers).

1

i

3.11.1.-1.2.l. 3.1.1.-1.2.1.-1. Vari- 13.1.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. Within
To the extent ous state agency 1 the first three months.

that if resource representatives.

3.1.1.-1. Assist
reentry workers
in obtaining the
various sets of
state statutes,
regulations, proL
gram and fiscal
procedures.

3.1.1.-2. Meet
with reentry
workers.

143

3.1.1.-1.1.
resources.

3.1.1.-1-2. Pursue obtaining
the mcre inaccessible resources.

are available,
they will be
obtained.

3.1.1.-2.1. Meet regularly 3.1.1.-2.1.1.
with both reentry specialists As determined by
at least on a monthly schedule the written min-

utes of each
meeting.

3.1.1.-2.2. Provide day or
night telephone access.

3. 1.1.-2.2.1.
Determined by
logged frequency
of successful
contacts.

1

3.1.1.-2.1.1.-1. Reen- 3.1 .1.-2.1.1.-1.1. Ongoinc,
try specialists and at least once each
director of project.

3.1.1.-2.1.1.-2. Meet-
it% room space.

1

3.1.1.-2.2.1.-1. Tele- 3.1 .1.-2.2,1.-1.1. Ongoing
phone. as needed.

145
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PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE
(what)

WwWw. 41.1

OBJECTIVE: 3.1. (Continued) To provide an ongoing program supervision of the reentry
specialist.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: -----
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

STRATEGY (how)

4. .1. MM ....N. III.

(haw ho andTACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA I RESOURCES (wwh
ell) ich)

/or
1

TIMELINES (when)
MD Om 0.....L. . .... w41. . L

3.1.1.-2.3. Use inner office 31-.1.-2.1.1. i 3.1.1.-2.1.1.-1. Post :3.1.1.-2.3.1.-1.1. Ongoing
memoranda. Number of re- ' office. as needed.

solved issues vii
memos.

I
a

1

i3.1.1.-2.4. Conduct regular 3.1.1.-2.4.1. 3.1.1.-2.4.1.-1. Dir- 13.1.1.-2.4.1.-1.1. Ongoing,"on site" program vi-Its. To expressed er.....4- of project. at least once each month.

3.1.1.-3. Pro- 3.1.1.-3.1. Request several

satisfaction of
reentry npecial-
ists.

3.1.1.-3.1.1. 3.1.1.-3.1.1.-1. State '3.1.1.-3.1.1.-1.1. Ongoingvide specialized state office workshops/meet- Success is deter' agency tepresentatives.:
workshops. ings regarding their respec- mined through

150

tive program and fiscal stated reentry
procedures. worker's satis-

faction.

3.1.1.-3.1.2. 3.1.1.-3.1.2.-1. Vari- Ongoing.
Success is deter ous direct services
mined through providers.
available feed-
back from direct
service pro-
viders.

15i
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 3.1. (Continued) To provide an ongoing program supervision of the reentryOBJECTIVE
specialist.

(whati

PROGRAM OBJECTIVE:
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

*.m....

STRATEGY (how) how 1 (who and/or ITACTICS (more specific how) f CRITERIA
(
... RESOURCES I TIMELINES (when)well) which).1111

-- -.1.

3.1.1.-4.Support 3.1.1.-4.1. Answer questions ;3.1.1.-4.1.1. 3.1.1.-4.1.1.-1. Dir- 13.1 .1.-4.1.1.-1.1. Ongoingreenry workers and/or seek additional infor- 1To the extent ector of project.
in their develJpr mation regarding interagency that key pereon-
ment of reentry 1 programs and fiscal procedures nel are satiafie 3. .l.-4.1.1.-2. Tele-3. .1.-4.1.1.-2.1. Ongoingprogram as these relate to the reentry with the product phone.
strategies. program. and th-t each obi

1

I-

3.1.1.-5. Per-
form all speci-
fied support

objectives
(4.1 through 4.8

152

jective has a
written strategy
or set of

strategies.

3.1.1.-4.2. Establish meeting .3.1.1.-4.2.1.
with key personnel for facili- As requested or
tating strategy development. :found necessary.

3.1.1.-5.1. Develop support
program strategies.

:3.1.1.-5.1.1.
!To the extent
that articulated
/criteria are met

1

3. .1.-4.1.1.-3. Vari- 13. .1.-4.1.1.-3.1. As
ous state agency or re-I needed.
gional agency offices.

3.1.1.-4.2.1.-1. Prin- 3.1.1.-4.2.1.-1.1. Ongoing.
cipal of WDOC institu-
tion (Lincoln Hills),
DOC central office,
CESA 06 coordinator.

reentry specialist, and
director of project.

3. .1.-5.1.1.-1. Prin- 3.1.1.-5.1.1.-1.1. Ongoing.
cipal of WDOC institu-
tion ( Lincoln Hills),

DOC central office,
CESA #6 coordinator,

.

reentry specialist, and
director of project.

1
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 4.8. To develop a control system for monitoring, evaluating, and improving studer.::performa.lce and youth reent: specialist program activities.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 4.1.1. To develop a system for monitoring the extent to which reentry program
objectives are being met.

STRATEGY (how)

1111

(how ! (who and/or 1TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA mew. RM which)
URC:S 1 TIMELINES (when)

4.1.1.-1. To de- 4.1.1.-1.1. Identify direct 14.1.1.-1.1.1. 4.1.1.-1.1.1.-1. Reen- ;4.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. Duringsign, to imple- and support service objectives To satisfaction try staff and director I the first three months.went and to ad- which require key decisions. of project staff of project.just a monitor-
and key decision 4

ing procedure
makers. 1

1

4.1.1.-1.2.1. 4.1.1.-1.2.1.-1. Reen- 14.1.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. During
By classifying try staff and director 1 the first three months.

1

which indicates
the extent to
which direct
and support ob-
jectives are
being met.

154

1 .

4.1.1.-1.2. Determine the var-
Lou- levels of decision making
reqred.

4.1.1.-1.3. Identify type of
information needed for each
level of decision maker.

fall observed de- of project.
Icision makers

involved in the
reentry program
into either direct,

or support ser-
vices provided
at local, inter-
mediate, or scat
levels.

4.1.1.-1.3.1. 4.1.1.-1.3.1.-1. Proj- 4.1.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. DuringlBy developing ect staff and key de- the f' sc three months.
a forms format. cision makers.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVE: 4.1. To develop a control system for monitoring and evaluating Student status

OBJECTIVE and reentry program.
(what)

4111 WM.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 4.1.2. To develop a system for monitoring the status of students involved in the
reenty process.

a /MIMI/IMO/P.M

(how
STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA

well)
RESOURCES

(who and/or 1:T.
IMELINES (when)

which)

4.1.2.-1. To de- 4.1.2.-1.1. Determine full 4.1.2.-1.1.1. 4.1.2.-1.1.1.-1. Vari- 4.1.2.-1.1.1.-1.1. Before
sign, to imple- range of special education/ iTo extent that 3 OUS agency direct ser- tl-e fifth month of project
went a monitor- vocational education/vocation- state represents vice providers. and ongoing.
ing procedure al/rehabilitation/job training tive from each
which indicates programs available in the respective agencl
to the extent to community available via CESA. agrees that the 4

which the stud- full range of
eats are served. available pro-

grams of service
is specified for
tha given agencl.

4.1.2.-1.2. Determine current 4.1.2.-1.2.1.
range of services listed in To extent that
DOC/IEP and in DOC/Multidisci- the principal or
plinary Team report. (See designee of Lin-
Appendix A.) coin Hills agree

that the pro-
posed DOC range
of services is
available.

4.1.2.-1.2.1.-1. Prin- 4.1.2.-1.2.1.-1.1. Beforc
cipal and/or designee fifth month of project and
at Lincoln Hills DOC ongoing.
institution.

4.1.2.-1.2.1.-2. Forms
needed for: Division of
Corrections-Exceptional
Education Needs-Indiv-
idualized Education Pr
gram (IEP) and Division
of Corrections-Excep-
tional Educational
Services-Hultidiscipli
nary Team Evaluation

report. (These are

available from DOC.)
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 4.1. To develop a control system for monitoring and evaluating student status
and reentry program.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT

(a more
specific
what)

am 00 M..0 ..... 40. 00 mr ...M. IIFO. O. 4.. dm a ma Q. m sr a. 4.. am M.. mr aa

OBJECTIVE: 4.1.3. To develop a system for evalurting the status of the student involved in the
reentry process and fcr evalua,ing the efficacy of the various reentry
procedures.

STRATEGY (how)
1

whllow)

(o and/
TACTICS (more specific how) I CRITERIA RESOURCES TIMELINES (when)

whwhich) or I

4.1.3.-1. Devel-
op appropriate
evaluation pro-
cedures to pro-
cess student
status data.

4.1.3.-2. Devel-
op appropriate
evaluation pro-
cedures to pro-
cess feedback
regarding reen-
try program
objectives.

153

4.1.3.-1.1. Develop a checklis
of DOC EEN/vocational services
and a checklist of CESA EEN/vo
cational services.

4.1.3.-1.2. Dw'elop discrepanc,
evaluation standards for con-
trasting checklists.

4.1.3.-2.1. Develop an appro-
priate evaluation standards
based on types of information
needs of the various decision
makers and based on acceptable
performance criteria associ-
ated with each of the reentry
program objectives.

...
4.1.3.-1.1.1. 4.1.3.-1.1.1.-1. DOC 14.1.3.-1.1.1.-1.1. During

To satisfaction principal or designee 1 fourth to sixth months of
of key decision and CESA coordinator project.

makers. or designee.

4.1.3.-1.2.1.
To contrast ant,

compare each in-
itiated DOC ser-
vice with the
public 'school

service as a conJ
tinuing service,
dropped service,
and/or new
service.

4.1.3.-2.1.1.
To satisfaction
of relevant de-
cision makers as
expressed by
their feedback
comments and to
extent written
criteria have
been fully met
within specified
time lines.

4.1.3.-1.2.1.-1. Reen- 14.1.3.-1.2.1.-1.1. During
try staff. i fourth to sixth months of

project.

1

4.1.3.-2.1.1.-1. Reen- '4.1.3.-2.1.1.-1.1. During
try PPBS (Planning, 'fourth to sixth months of
Programming, Budgeting !project.
System) format.

4.1 .3.-2.1.1.-2. Reen- I

try staff.
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 4.1 To develop a control system for monitoring and evaluating student status

and reentry program.

41,1

.....

OBJECTIVE: 4.1.4. To develop a method for adjusting the various reentry
procedures based on

the monitoring and evaluation processes.

Am.

STRATEGY (how)

4.1.4.-1 To de-

velop procedures
for the reentry
and other dil.ect
service provi-
ders which faci-

litate adjust-
ments in their

direct service
procedures, bot
for the indivi-
dual student and

for the respec-

tive agency's

procedures.
These procedures
are to be based

on the provided
monitoring and

evaluation
feedback.

16d

TACTICS (more specific how) f CRITEPIA Lh)
(who and/or

RESOURCES which)

4.1.4.-1.1. Develop procedures

for providing input into the

DOC multidisciplinary reports

and IEP and for providing in-

put into other direct service

student planning procedures.

4.1.4.-1.1.1.
To extent that
recommended stu-

dent special ed-

ucational and
vocational ser-
vices are being

appropriately
met.

4.1.4.-1.2. Develop possible 4.1.4.-1.2.1

methods for adjusting reentry To extent that

program stra/.egies.
all reentry pro-
gram objectives
are being me.

4.1.4.-1.1.1.-1. Reen-

try staff and director

and possibly legal

counsel of the respec-

tive state agencies fo

any new or unusual pro

cedural recommendationd.

TIMELINES (when)

4.1.4.-1.2.1.-1. Reen-

try staff and key de-

cision makers.

4.1.4.-1.1.1.-1.1. Begin-

ning of fourth month and

ongoing.

4.1.4.-1.2.1.-1.1. Begin-
ning of fourth month and

ongoing.
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5.1. To plan with appropriate state agency representatives (including legal and

government relations departments) from special education. vocational education.
OBJECTIVE: vocational rehabilitation, corrections, and the governcr's office for purposes

of determining categorical funding options and/or legislation required to continue
and replicate the youth reentry specialist program.

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE:

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
well)

(who and/or ,
RESOURCES

which)
IIMELINES (when)

5.1.1.-1. To meet
with various
agency representa-
tives for purposes
of determining
current statutory
authorities and
funding sources
for continuation
of the YRS pro-

gram.

5.1.1.-2. (if nec

essary) to meet
with various
agency representa
tives to determin
appropriate pro-
gram funding 1 0 7)

104,

5.1.1.-1.1. Meet state program 5.1.1.-1.1.1.
managers from Wis. DOC, Wis. To extent feasi-
Dept. of Public Instruction, bility of fundin
Wis. Dept. of Voc. Rehab., is ascertained.
GETO to obtain their interpre-
tations of the statutes.

5.1.1.-1.2. Meet with legal
representatives from Wis. DOC,
Wis. Dept of Pub. Instr., Wis.
Dept of Voc. Rehab., GETO to
obtain their legal interpreta-
tions of the statutes.

5.1.1.-1.3. Meet with appro-
priate fiscal officers from
Wis. DOC, Wis. Dept. of Pub.
Instr., Wis. Dept. of Voc.
Rehab., GETO to obtain their
interpretation of statutes.

5.1.1.-2.1. To meet with Wis.
DOC, Wis. DPI, Wis. DVR, GETO
to determine which agency
should have program authority
for the YRS.

5.1.1.-1.2.1.

To extent feasi-
bility of fundin
is ascertained.

5.1.1.-1.3.1.

To extent feasi-
bility of fundin
is ascertained.

5.1.1.-2.1.1.
To extent an
agency accepts
the possibility
of acting as an 5.1.1.-2.1.1.-2. Dir.

appropriate of proj, CESA l0 adm.,

program authority .DOC cen. ofc., LH prin,
onr; VIn

5.1.1.-1.1.1.-1. Dir- 5.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. During
ector of project, CESA tenth month of program

10 administrator, DOC
central office repre-
sentative, Lincoln
Hills principal, and
YRS.

5.1.1.-1.2.1.-1. Dir-
ector of project, CESA
10 administrator, DOC
central office repre-
sentative, Lincoln
Hills principal, and
YRS.

5.1.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. During
tenth month of program

5.1.1.-1.3.1.-1.Dir- 5.1.1.-1.3.1.-1.1. During
ector of project, CESA tenth month of program
10 administrator, DOC
central office repre-
sentative, Lincoln
Hills principal, and
YRS.

5.1.1.-2.1.1.-1. Appro-
priate agency program
managers.

5.1.1.-2.1.1.-1.1. During
11th month of project

5.1.1.-2.1.1.-2.1. During
11th month of project
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5.1. (Continued) To plan with appropriate state agency representatives (including legal and

government relations departments) from special education, vocational education,
vocational rehabilitation, corrections, and the governor's office for purposes
of determining categorical funding options and/or legislation required to
continue and replicate the youth reentry specialist program.

i

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE.

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE:

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(bow

hell)

5.1.1.-3. (if nec-
essary) to suggest
drafts of legis-
lation for statu-
tory program and
fiscal support of
YRS.

1 64

RESOURCES (who and/or
1 TIMEMES (when)which)
1

...

5.1.1.-3.1.1.-1. 5.1.1.-3.1.1.-1.1. During the
_priate legal staff. 12th month of project.

5.1.1.-3.1.1.-2. Dir. 5.1.1.-3.1.1.-2.1. During the
of project, CESA 10 12th month of project.
administrator, DOC
central office, Lincol
Hills princiral, and
YRS.

5.1.1.-3.1. To meet with state 5.1.1.-3.1.1.
program managers from Wis. DOC To extent a legi
Wis. DPI, Wis. DVR, GETO to lative proposal
obtain their input for a legis for continued
lative proposal authorizing
and funding the YRS program.

t

program authority
and funding is
accepted by pos-
sible adminis-
tering agency.
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1

I

1

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVE
(what)

OBJECTIVE: 6.1. To disseminate information about the youth reentry speciallbt program to
interested parties.

PROGRAM

COMPONENT
(a more

specific
what)

OBJECTIVE:

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how)
(how (who and/orCRITERIA
well)

RESOURCES
which) TIMELINES (when)

6.1.1.-1. To sub-
mit a YRS program

description and
findings report to
the Corrections
Education Associa-
tion (CEA), the
National Associa-
tion of State Dir
ectors of Special
Education (NASDSE)
and the Council o
Administrators of
Special Education
(CASE) .

6.1.1.-2. To de-
termine various

state, regional,
national organiza-
tions ; sociatec
with the various
direct service or-

ganizations in,1-
ved in project.

116

6.1.1.-1.1. To develop a pam-
phlet describing the YRS pro-
gram and findings for interes-
ted consumers, including
national organizations.

6.1.1.-1.2. Draft articles for
CEA, NASDSE, and/or CASE.

5.1.1.-2.1. Seek names of re-
lated associations from state
and local direct service rep-
resentatives.

6.1.1.-2.2. Seek names of re-
lated associations from feder-
al agencies responsible for
fedarat programs to direct
service providers.

o.1.1.-1.1.1. To
extent each or-
ganization has
ample informatio
on YRS for its
publications.

6.1.1.-1.1.1.-1. Dir.
of project along ;:ith
YRS.

6.1.1.-1.1.1.-1.1. At end of
12th month.

6.1.1.-1.2.1. To 6.1.1.-1.2.1.-1. Dir. 6.1.1.-1.2.1.-1.1. At end of
extent at least of project and/or YRS. 12th month.
one article is
submitted to
CEA, NASDSE,
and/or CASE.

6.1.1.-2.1.1. To 6.1.1.-2.1.1.-1. Re-
extent general entry specialist.
agreement is
react- i among

various agency
service provider

6.1.1.-2.2.1. To
extent lists are
provided by fed-
eral representa-
tives.

6.1.1.-2.1.1.-1.1. At be-
ginning of 6th month of
project through 8th month

6.1.1.-2.1.1.-2. Dir. 6.1.1.-2.1.1.-2.1. At be-
of project. ginning of 7th month of

project through 8th month

6.1.1.-2.2.1.-1. Dir. 6.1.1.-2.2.1.-1.1. At
of project. beginning of 7th month

through 8th month
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PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE
(what)

PROGRAM
COMPONENT
(a more
specific
what)

OBJECTIVE: 6.1.(Continued) To disseminate information about the youth reentry specialist program

to interested pa:ties.

OBJECTIVE:

STRATEGY (how) TACTICS (more specific how) CRITERIA
(how

RESOURCES
(who and/or

well) which)
TIMELINES (when)

6.1.1.-3. To es-
tablish correspon-
dence relative to
the YRS program
description and
findings with na-
tional organiza-
tions associated
with direct servic
organizations in-
volved in this
project.

6.1.1.-4. To es-
tablish correspon-
dence relative to
the YRS program
descriptions and
findings with
interested parties
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6.1.1.-3.1. Send introductory 6.1.1.-3.1.1 To 6.1.1.-3.1.1.-1. Dir.

letters along with pamphlet
descriptions and findings re-
garding YRS program to nations
organizations.

6.1.1.-3.2. Answer ongoing
corresponoence concerns from
the national, state, and local
organizations.

6.1.1.-4.1. Answer ongoing cor-
respondence concerns from
interested parties.

extent all iden- of project.

tified related
organizations
are contacted.

6.1.1.-3.2.1. To
extent all cor-
respondence is
answered in a
complete and
timely manner.

6.1.1.-4.1.1. To
extent all cor-
respondence is
answered in a

complete and
timely manner

6.1.1.-3.2.1.-1. Re-
entry specialist.

6.1.1.-3.2.1.-2. Dir.

of project.

6.1.1.-3.1.1.-1.1. At end

of 12th month.

6.1.1.-3.2.1.-1.1. At end

of 12th month.

6.1.1.-3.2.1.-2.1. Ongoing

6.1.1.-4.1.1.-1. Re- 6.1.1.-4.1.1.-1.1. Cnjoir.2

entry specialist.

6.1.1.-4.1.1. 2. Dir. 1 6.1.1. - 4.1.1. -2.1. On;oin_g

of project.



APPENDIX F

A Copy of a YRS Publication
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Karcz, S. A., "Transition Services for Post-Release Reintegration."
Correctional Education Association Manual. Washington, D.C. (in
press).

Dr. Stan Karcz is currently the Director at the Center for the Study
of Correctional Education, UW-Stout, Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751, Phone:
715/232-2170 or 715/232-1170
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Page 1

Transition Services for Post-Release Reintegration

Introduction

The Youth Reentry Specialist (YRS) project is a school

initiated and school administered special education related

service's program that makes use of one trained reentry specialist

to transition parolees with handicapping conditions from Lincoln

Hills correctional institution into school/vocational education

programs. This transition occurs through the 170 special

education units in Wisconsin.

Essentially the YRS has five key responsibilities: a) to

determine the special education reentry procedures, b) to obtain

information from the Regional Service Network coordinator about

the ailable vocational education, vocational rehabilitation, Job

Training Partnership Act (JTPA), and vocational/technical adult

education opportunities in the intermediate school district area,

c) to acquire program and funding information about the various

state agencies that are responsible for vocational education,

rehabilitation, Voctional-Technical-Adult Education (VTAE), and

the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), and d) to provide

technical assistance about the preceding findings with the

aftercare agents throughout the State and e) to assist in the

research efforts aimed at determining the effectiveness of this

project.

During the first part of this project, the YRS, in cooperation

with the aftercare (or parole) agent, also enrolls youth from the

experimew-1 group into special education programs. Afterwards,

the YRS functions as a support service to the aftercare agent and

the parent(s).

1 2
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Need for a Youth Reentry Specialist Program

Approximately 23% of the 150,000 incarcerated youth and young

adult population throughouc the United States are estimated to be

handicapped (in contrast to the 11.5% of 1,558 inmates actually

determined as handicapped in Wisconsin) pursuant to P.L. 94-142,

the Education of the Handicapped Law. The average stay of these

students (non-handicapped students as well) in correctional

facilities is about five months. Estimates are provided that

suggest that following their incarceration only one youth out of

ten returns to public school and stays there for at least one

year. Four out of ten return to school but leave within one

month. Five out of ten never return.

There are many reason: for inadequate linkage between the

juvenile institution and the public school. Schools occasionally

resist accepting former incarcerated youth because they are

perceic2d as tro.lble makers and incorrigibles. Schools more often

than lilt, state they are unprepared to adequately serve this

population without sufficient notice. Aftercare agents and

parents also experience frustration with school reentry policies

and procedures that do not serve the parolee in a tiwely manner.

Also, laws such as P.L. 94-142, which are designed to guarantee an

appropriate education and due process rights fo. parents and

parolees with handicapping conditions, are not understood by

either. Unfortunately, aftercare officers. parents, and students

do not understand how important participating in the special

education Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) conference is for

173
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obtaining appropriate educational and vocational education

services for the transitioned student.

At times correctional institutions have hired reentry

specialists to forward school records to a receiving school

district and to monitor a youth's progress in that school. This

valiant effort tends to be criticized by the public as excessive

follow-up and as meddling in the youth's life after s/he has

served her/his time. For these and other reasons, the traditional

methods for transitioning parolees with handicapping conditions

into the public schools have not worked well at all.

The Youth Reentry Specialist Program

The Youth Reentry Specialist (YRS) Program is a new type of

proposed special education "related services" program that

addresses many of the issues involved in transitioning a parolee

with handicapping conditions from the correctional institution to

public school special education programs.

The YRS Program was funded by the U.S. Department of

Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services

(OSERS) to address the school to corrections trarsition issues.

The program makes use of one trained reentry specialist (housed

and employed by an intermediate public school district) to

transition released incarcerated handicapped youth from Lincoln

Hills correctional institution into school/vocational education

programs, into school/vocational rehabilitation, school/vocational

technical and adult education or school/job programs. This

transition occurs through one of the 170 special education

districts found within the State of Wisconsin.
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The YRS must determine the transitioning procedures between

the juvenile institutions and the Directors of Special Education.

Also, lists of vocational resources must be determined for each of

Wisconsin's 12 intermediate school districts from the Regional

Service Network (RSN) Coordinator. Afterwards, the YRS shares

his/her findings about school transitiuning procedures and about

the availability of vocational/woak program resources with the

youth's aftercare agent or parent(s).

The YRS does not directly eni211 the youth in the Special

Education Unit (SEU),other than in the initial phases of the

program with permission of the state/county parole agent, but

rather supports the aftercare agent's liaison with the Director of

Special Education and other community vocational/work

representatives. Initially, the YRS 1) informs the Director of

Special Education about the transition of a formerly incarcerated

youth with handicapping conditions from the juvenile correctional

institution to his/her special education unit, 2) describes the

unique behavioral, educational, and vocational needs of this y-,uth

as found in the Department of Correction's IEP, 3) shares

information about the public school model program strategies that

are available to meet the unique programming needs of this youth,

and 4) provides information about the various agency funding

sources currently used and/or available for funding these

educational/vocational programs.

In the meantime, the YRS also works closely with the Regional

Service Network (RSN) Coordinator who is found an each of

Wisconsin's 12 intermediate school districts known as Cooperative

Educational Service Agencies (CESA). The YRS and RSN Coor'inator
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(an information retrieval and dissemination specialist) determine

the extent of vocational/work offerings available in the area of

the participating CESA.

Afterwards, the YRS shares his/her findings about school

transitioning procedures and about the availability of vocational

and work program resources with the youth's aftercare agent or

parent(s). The YRS, in this capacity, assists the aftercare

officer or parent(s) to:

1. Enroll the youth in the CESA for a special education

program and a vocational education program, vocational

rehabilitation linkage, VTAE linkage, or for JTPA linkage.

2. Forward necessary records (in order to maintain school

credit) along with the IEP in a timely manner to the

receiving CESA.

3. Monitor the youth's progress in CESA and in the other CESA

direct service agencies.

4. Share information about special education procedures and

the availability of area vocational rec,,,Irces with the

parent(s) or parent surrogate for more effective and

efficient participation in multidisciplinary staffings,

development of IEP's, participation in annual evaluations,

and utilization of additional guarantees of "due process"

procedures as deemed appropriate.

Unless the aftercare agent and parent(s) are aware of available

vocational offerings in CESA and of the IEP process, there is a

lower probability that desired and appropriate vocational

education services will be incorporated in the IEP.

17G
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The YRS transition effort should result in a significant

increase of vocational performance for handicapped parolees in

whichever combination of special education and vocational programs

are chosen (e.g., special education and one or more of the

following: regular education, vocational education, vocational

rehabilitation, or JTPA). It is hoped that the IRS Program would

improve significantly that aspect of the education of the

handicapped parolee population who "fall through" interagency

"cracks" (i.e., whose needs are not met by convent..onal programs).

A successful outcome for the YRS Program has occured when a

parolee with handicapping condition(s) receives some type of

special education service and vocational or work program at the

end of i three-month period (since release from the juvenile

institution).

Previous Research

A recent study (Karcz, 1984) of the effects of a similar

reentry position known as the Youth Advocate Liaison (YAL) in Lake

County, Illinois, designed to facilitate handicapped detainees (as

opposed to handicapped incarcerated youth) reentering the public

schools, found that the net effect of the YAL and of the YAL

interactions was that it did make a si nificant difference for the

average detainee. The average detainee (a white male 15.1 years

of age from a family with at annual income of approximately

$11,000 during the 1982-84 pe:iod) who received the YAL service

had a 77% probability for atterding school. Without the YAL

service, the same detainee had a 22% probability for attending

177
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school. Also, the presence of the YAL increased the probability

of a sation adjustment (considered a favorable police disposition

to custody) for detainees including all blacks, Hispanics, and

whites.

Operation

The management plan for administering the YRS Program includes

a systems approach to organizational development. The plan of

management utilizes he development of a set of nine tasks (see

Table 1) that are further subdivided into program objectives, job

descriptions, and clusters of activities for accomplishing these

objectives, resources needed, and time luies needed. T"e Table of

Organization (see Chart 1) depicts the YRS as being pr..arily

accountable to the CESA administrator, secondarily accountable to

the dncoln Hills principal for day-to-day supervision, and

finally programmatically accountable to the project director at

the University of Wisconsin(UW)-Stout. Needless to say, the YRS

needs excellent human relations skills.

Critical Path Analysis. The following charts and tables were

designee to provide an understandin, of the YRS program's Critical

Path Analysis (CPA) terms. A CPA is defined as a logical

sequencing of a series of events necessary to the YRS program in

such a manner that the most efficient route to some culmination

point can be reached. fhe CPA approach was found to be a useful

tool in planning, developing, and implementing the YRS program.

As stated earlier, Table 1 specifies nine major tasks that the

Youth Reentry Specialist Program undertakes.

L7S
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TABLE 1

TASKS FOR THE YOUTH REENTRY SPECIALIST PROGRAM

Taoks

1. Determine triagency (WDOC, CESA #10, and UW-Sttut)

working relationships.

2. Determine parameters of the population served.

3. Select the Youth Reertry SpeciLlist.

4. Develop the evaluation instrument.

5. Provide technical assistance to the YRS.

6. Determine Department of Corrections/school liaison

procedures.

7. Provide technical assistance to the parole agent and

the parent(s).

8. Plan for the continuation of the Program.

9. Develop a YRS Program report.
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First 74 Days of P-oject. By studying Figure 1, Part I

(Critical Path Analysis) the reader can observe th_t four clusters

of activities occur somewhat simultaneously; the longest of these

clusters of activities is the one related to Task 4: developing

the evaluation Instrument. Development of an appropriate

evaluation (questionnaire) took much time and effort by all three

agencies involved (Wisconsin Department of Correction; Cooperative

Education Service Agency, and UW-Stout). The questionnaire

included items addressing the effectiveness of the YRS Program,

items relating to data naeds for the management of the YRS

Program, and basic demographic data. Essentially this

questionnaire analysis will determine, as a result of the YRS,

a) whether or not the Division of Correction's students with

handicapping conditions, once released, are recei:ing more special

educaticn/vocational services at the end of a three-month period

and b) whether or not the Program objectives have been met.

The single most important expected outcome from all the

liaison efforts of the YRS is that the likelihood for increased

vocational performance will occur through one of the special

education facili.tated vocational program options: vocational

education, vocational rehabilitation, vocational technical and

adult education, or Job Training Partnership Act opportunities.

The expected successful outcome for the YRS Program consists of a

parolee with handicapping condition(s) receiving some type of

srecial education service and a vocational/work program three

months after release frcm the juvenile institution.

1S1
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Period after Qugtionnaire Initially Used. Figure 1, Part Ii

depicts the period of time after the initial use of the

questionnaire to the end of the first year of the Program. During

this period, there are five c usters of activities occurring, some

CA which require additional simultaneous work.

The longest cluster of activities and probably the most

straightforward relates to Task 9: Develop a YRS Program Report.

Most of the data for this report are to be collected by the YRS,

programmed into the UWStout computer by the YRS research

assistant, and analyzed collaboratively by the three agencies

involved in *_his r-:cject.

The task of providing technical assistance tc the YRS

necessitates numerous site visits to the state capital city. The

p'irpose of these visits is to meet with 4arious state agency

renresentatives about their respective state statutes, agency

regulations, program guidelines, funding procedures, and form

procedures. Unless the YRS understands which vocational programs

the State has authorized for funding and how the mechanics of the

funding process occurs, the YRS cannot facilitate useful program

and funding information to school administrators (such as

Directors of Special Education) who are accustomed to problem

solving about new special educational program options in these

terms.

A slightly less complex, but nevertheless integral, task for

the YRS Program relates to the determination of the Department of

Corrections/school liaison procedures. Two school role

relationships must be determined relative to the Lincoln Hills

juvenile correctional institution. Those role relationships are

those of the Director of Special Education and the Regional

1S6
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Service Network Coordinator (an intermediate school-level

information specialist).

Once the YRS has received teccnical assistance about the

various state agency program any funding procedures and the

Department of Corrections/school liaison procedures have been

determined, the YRS may begin providing technical assistance to

the aftercare agents and to the parent(). Although this major

inservice activity will occur near tne end of the first year of

the program (see Figure 1, Part II), plans for these inservice

sessions must begin early in the year with representative

aftercare agents and parent(s). One way f maintaining a

communications link with the aftercare agent is for the YRS and

the Project Director to attend state/county aftercare meetings.

It is also necessary to plan for the continuation of the YRS

Program at the onset of the Program (see Figure 1, Part II). In

order that the YRS Program continues after the grant period, a

series of meetings must take place with various state agency

representatives. Initially, meetings are planned with the

Wisconsin Department of C-rrections, the Wisconsin Department of

Public Instruction, and UW-Stout. The purpose of these meetings

is to determine the feasibility of utilizing current statutory

authorities and funding mechanisms to maintain the YRS Program.

Such continuity would be sought provided that the special

education and vocation education performance of parolees with

handicapping conditions has improved significantly as a result of

the YRS Program as measured at the end of a tree -month period

after release.
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Impact

The impact of the YRS Program occur:, through its development

of networks that previo sly did not exist or were grossly

underutilized among the DOC and educational /vocational agencies

for the purpose of:

1) Providing continuity of special education and/or

vocational services.

2) Providing services for a longer period of time.

3) Providing more appropriate services.

4) Increasing the likelihood nor attendance in special

educational/vocational programs.

5) Providing a model that could be replicated

naticnally.(Karcz, et al, 1985)

The social benefits that are derived from former incarcerated

youth with handicapping conditions who are more fully

participating in educational/vocational training programs cannot

he underestimated. Some of these benefits might result from

decreased costs of police involvement, detention facility use,

court hearings and/or institutional use. In addition, the

productivity of a worker could be retrieved. Also, youngsters

with an education and/or vocational training have better odds at

increasing life iicome and becoming taxpayers. For the involved

youth, the potential for improvement of self-worth is immensely

important.

Continuation Grant Awarded

In recent weeks, the Project Director was notified that the

YRS Program will receive funding for the second year. The basic

implication of such notice is that the period from the initial use
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of the questionnaire to the end of the project may be extended by

one year. More students can be served in the experimental group,

and more students can be used in the control group. Each of the

groups will increase by approximately 50. Also, each of the five

tasks for this period can be enhanced, increasing the likelihood

for demonstrating the overall effectiveness of the YRS Program.

Summary

The YRS Program grew out of the frustration that aftercare

(parole) officers experienced in relating to the public school

regarding parolees with handicapping conditions and as a reaction

to public outcries that the Department of Correction's transition

programs violate the released inmates' rights to be independent of

corrections once they had served their time.

The YRS Program which is funded by the U.S. Office of

Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services

is a new type of public school special education related service.

It is administered by an intermediate school district (CESA #10)

for the benefit of transitioning juvenile inmates with

handicapping conditions from Lincoln Hills School juvenile

institution to any one of 170 special education programs

throughout the state of Wisconsin.
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